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LEDDIHN SPEECH
EXPOSES EUROPE·
U.S, MISCPNCEPTS

Published by Students of Fairfield University, Fairfield, Conn.

October. 24, 1962

Student Council President
Comments On Food Situation

By LEO PAQUETTE .
Mr. Erik Ritter von KuehneltLeddihn, internationally known
author and linguist, gave an address - sponsored by the senior
class Bellanpine lecture series
in Gonzaga auditorium Monday

Due to the fact that so manyil>----'-----------complaints have_ been heard
concerning the food in the cafet
, '
ra
teria, this article is being writ--Enter Sem'l'nary
en to explain to y.ou - the students - what is being done and
will be done through due proEight recent Fairfield graducess._
ates and one undergraduate
At the present time, we have .we:t:~ among the. many ·menentwo Student Council committeestering ,seminaries this fall to
working on this grievance. First, pursue studies for the priestthe Activities Committee is hood.
'
I
formulating and will soon p a s s . .
.
around a position for the purSIX of the men, graduated thIS
pose of securing an exact .esti-I June'; They are: Paul.Rudd and
~ate ?f the n~mber of studen~s John Morrison who are studying
~IssatIsfied wIth. pres'ent. condI- 'I at Maryknoll; Daniel B.rown. and
tlOns. Second, the Gnevance Eugene Honan who have' enterCommittee ha~ undertaken the ed seminaries in the Brooklyn
.task of breakIng down budget.
.
.
costs as far as the food, the an.dh SprIngfield Dl(~cesesi and
food's preparation and' cafeteria ~IC a~l Roccasalvo and RIchard FATHER-SON WEEKEND participants (1. to r.) Richard Lawless,
...
who have'
gone on to '64, Mr. 'J. DeMarco, father of Frederick, '66, Mr. Mario F.
m'amtenance
are'concerneg, as PIcardI
'.
'.
Guarcello, associate professor of Romance Languages, Mr. J. Calh
'
d'
'd
I
.
1
t
the
JeSUIt
semmary,
Shadowwe11 as t e m IVI ua mea cos b r o o k '
.
lahan, his son Richard Callahan, '66, and Mr. R. J. Lawless, mull
to the student. They will then
.'
.
. over coffee.
.
take these figures to an unconRIchard G~erera, .who graducerned expert in the dietary ated from FaIrfield In 196~, also
field and obtain an opinion as start.e~ at Shadowbrook thIS fall.
Photo by Pete Goss
,
.
.
WIlham Brady, a member of
Mr. Erik Ritter von Kuehnelt- to t.he p:ueparatlOn, quantIty, th
I
f'1961 h
t
d
.
f
d
k
'
e
c ass 0
, a s en ere
Leddihn emphasizes a point in and qualIty of the 00" eepmg Christ
The King' Franciscan
his recent address sponsored by ,(Cont. on Page 5. Col. 2)
seminpry in Olean, New York.
the Bellarmine Lecture Series..
./
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275 Fathers Register; W'kend
Lauded As Success By Rector

Car9inal Key
Plans. Annual
Blood Bank

evening, October 15. The topic
of his speech was "Europe ,and
America, the Usual Misunderstanding."
Mr. Leddihn opened hi speech
by stating, "I am a liberal beOct. 19: DOp1inick Torrillo,
cause I am a Christian, and an president of the Cardinal Key
anti-democrat beoause I am a Society, announced today that
liberal." He went on to. explain the Cardinal Key will again
the difference between democ-, sponsor the annual. Blood Bank
racy, the situation existing whEm on Nov. 13. Mr. Torrillo said
the majority of - citizens rule, that unlike past ~lood Banks
and liberalism, the practice of this year's Bank will, not take
giving the greatest amount of qmtributions from local induspersonal liberty as the common
good allows. Gtving an example, try but will depend entirely. 9n
Mr. Leddihn declared that even the student body. President Tora monarch like Louis XIV.could rillo put emphasis on the telling
not. dra.ft his subiects agai1?'st'task of Chainnan John Bobin. theIr WIll, as- a modern Parha- ski who must not only discount
ment can do. He fu~ther con- the contributions of local industended th:at the foun~Ing fathers try but also cope with an ino.f .AmerlOa wen'l lIberals, but creased quota, making this year's
hke Jefferson, wanted an eduI 22{j
. tcated class over the ·agrarians. goa
. pom s.
Democracy comes later .on to an
Mr. Torrillo went on to say
e.ssentially aristocratic Constitu- that the Cardinal. Key acted
bon.
as ushers and gmdes for the
Citing the American war of Oct. 19-21 ~ather-Son Weekend.
independence, Mr. Leddihn as- The Key WIll also usher at the
semed that all truly aristocratic Sophomore Parents Weekend of
oountries are republics..The war Nov. 17-18.
of independence was an aristoFurther Key plans 'Shall be
(Cont. on Page 11,' Col. I)
announced at a subsequent time.

To alleviate the burden of
the University Administration
and to enable the complaints
of the students to be heard,
the Student Council hascreated a Grievance Committee.
This Committee will provide the students with a
means by which they can
su~gest reasonable and constructive critil;isms in regard
to various aspects of the
campus-mixers, food, intramural athletics.
, As an aid and inducement
for the'student b9dy, the Student Council is installing a
Suggestion Box in Xavier
Hall specifically for the aforementioned purpose.
It is hoped the students
will, take advantage of this
project.
The Student Council
Grievance' Committee

A total of 275 fa1:hers register- noon included a "sneaK-preview"
ed for the First Annual Father- of the Little Theatre - Fairfield
Son Weekend. In praising this UniverSIty's new home for the
turnout, Fr. FitzGerald, Presi- Drama Society. The occasion for
dent of the Univ~sity praised the visit to the theatre was the
.and thanked in a special way the presentation of 'the one act play
,'ouistaruling w,ark done by the "Rising of the ,Moon" directed
Cardinal Key Society and all, by Mr. Michael McDonald and
the students who got behind the starring Jay LaCroix.
full spirit of the weekend. Their
The theatre has not yet been
interest and enthusiasm was one completed and Saturday's perof the key factors which helped formance was not the official
to make this weekend the suc- opening, but adequate facilities
cess that It was."
were provided for the stagin of
A special debt of gratitude· the play.
was also paid to Frs. Lynch and' The Saturday evening Variety
Ring for their "ardent work in Night under the direction of
planning all the details and the John Kappenburg featured dipubii'city ,for the weekend."
versified talents among which
Fr. Rector also extended the were 'Dhe F-ellows,a banjo solo,
thanks of the Administration to a saxaphone solo, a series of
Fr. Small for printing the pro- western ballads and a medley of
grams which were distributed at. Irish and Italian songs.
registration 'and ,to Fr. Hohmann
Communion Breakfast
for organizing the series ·of lec-' Sunday morning Mass was
tures and lab demonstratiops.
celebrated in <the Loyola cllapel
Little Theatre, Variety Night by, Fr. FitzGerald" Following
The events of Saturday after-' (Cont. on Page 11. Col. 3)
. •

Food Boycott Shocks Cafe Mgr ' Ptanned
New JesuIt' College
For Mass.
'St u den t
Co-o pe-ra t ion Is Sought I
an~~uncement
.

'/

A recent
by the
Most Rev. Christopher J. WelBy WILLIAM J. BURNS
item when first served, it is not don, Bishop of the Diocese of
Mr. Paul Scalzi, Food Manager used again"
Springfield; and Very Rev. John
of Loyola Cafeteria, stated in a
However,. at any- time, Mr. V. O'Connor, S.J., New E~gland
recent interview concerning the Scalzi said, he is willing to dis- provincial of the Society of
~'food boycott'; of October 11, cuss improvements in ,the pre- ~esus, m';lde known the estabthat he was "surprised and sent. system which would be hshment m ~he ve~y near future,
. .
'.
.'
.'
" ,
of a college m Spnngfield, Mass.,
shocked at the actlOJl of the feasible under the budget. While to be modeled 'On Fairfield UniS
student body." At the same time, the food manager feels that the versity. The school wiil be
.
.'
.
. . . . he expressed a desire that ,the b t
'bl f d
d
.
named Campion Collegj:! i>n honThe Reverends RIchard Roon- and authonty of the bIShops In af t . t ff
d t d t
k e's POSSI e - 00 an servIce or of Edmund 'Campion six. .
.
.'.
c e ena s a an s u en s wor under the present non-pr9fit
'
'.'
ey, S.J., RIchard Rousseau, S.J., the Church, the role of the lalty- t
th f
'b tt
d' t d
teenth century ·Jesmtmartyr.·
,
,
.
. .
..
.- oge er or a e' er un ers an - b dg t has been -provI'ded . he
_
f th
bl
.
I due
,
.
,- "
The 107 acre campus' will be
. and James Bre£nahan, S.J.~ all m rel1gIous hfe, and. the ques-' .
.
'..
. .
.'
.'
Ing 0
e pro ems mvo ve.
also expressed the followI'ng
'.
.'.'.
members of the FaIrfield Um- tlon of rehglOus lIberty m· the .
.'
. ' . '
.
located Just south of the Domlmg
t
Mr
S
alz
wish:
"Tl)ere.
is
no
reason
why
.
A
d
versity . Thoology department Church.
.
' c c o r In,
0 .
•
C
1,
.
. . r o a n Monasterynear Brush Hill
.
..... '
eighty-five, to One hundred of the Student ,CouncIl ca~,~ IJoleet in Springfield a c c () I' din g to
will appear m a panel dIScussIon
Future programs will include
. '.
.,
. with me frequently poSSIbly J
FE' 1 l I t
. ,
the usual dmers dId Il()t 'eat III
. '
. '.
ames. gan, ega counse 0
dealing wIth the Ecumemcal a 'discUssion of Alcoholism on th
f t ' th.t
. g 0 'd'- <once a month, to dISCUSS gnev- Bishop Weldon. Attorney, Egan
.
. 0 t
e ca e ena a evenm. I' 1 ances and even to plan menus" , .
.
~ouncIl tomDrrow mornIng c 0- Nov.' 29. Rev. Laurence 'Mullin, narily six hundred fifty to seven .
. 'also saId that plans for the site
bel' 25, at 6:45 a.tn.on WNHC- S.J. of the philosophy aepart- hundred are served at dinner.
Although formerly the student are now underway but a target
'TV Channel 8.
ment, and Dr. Donald Murphy, Although the number of diners body has taken no such action, date for construction has not
,
.
was significantly reduced, waste Mr. S'calzi hopes that he will be been set.
The purpose of the program, instru~tOr of psycholDgy in the was not substantially increased. informed of 'any student discon-'
Fr. O'CDnnor's eventual plans
Morning Seminar, is to give the Graduate Sch()Ol, will be the
Mr S }"
t t'
th t . hil tent befqre a repetition of the
for Campion are that it should
,
'!.
.
.
.
•
ca ZI S a es
a, w e . 'd t f 0 t b
11
varlon;;- colle~es In Connectlc~t 'panelists for this discussion. The he was surprised by the action, mCI en .'0 - C 0 ~r
.
be a university much on the
tI:e opportumt! <to present 1Jhelrformat of this seminar will be: he caI}not at present make any
scale of Fairfield.Th€ pace of
o
vIew.s on certaIn asp.ect~ of c ,,?- a statement of the problem" a changes in policy- since no stu'development will probably be'
CONfENTS
numty ';Ind ~cademlc hfe. Falr- ten- minute prepared film, and a dents or representatives of the
the same as that of Fairfield,
field Umverslty _.has -been all~t- subsequent discussion of the student body have approached
which was established in 1942
ted ~our ,an.d one-half hour dl~.~ ·problem.
_
him with any grievances. The Editorials
p. 4 as a Prep school with plans of
CUSSlon peqods for the purpose·
Other tentatlve programs in- only indication of student apa university. The university it..
The up-'OOming discussion will cludea- seminar on Literature proval or disapproval has been Lawless
P. 5 self was then begun in 1947.
emphasize three particular ques- and Criticism to be presented in gener~l
acceptance
reaction 'Zavatsky
P. 8 The immediate plans will be for
tions concerning the present -December, and another in Janu- when food is served. If students
f a tuition boy's school in West
Ecumenical Council: the 'status ary dealing with psychology.
show overall disapproval of an Scott
P. l~ Springfield.

F. U. Plans Four Discussions
On WHNC' MorUlng· Semtnar

l
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STUDENT COUNCIL
MINUTES

October 24, 1962

STAG

Glee Club Opens
The Fairfield University Glee
Club will open its 16th year on
Sunday, December 9 with a concert to be presented in Gonzaga
Auditorium.
The Glee Club has been under
'the direction of Simon Harak
since its formation in 1947. Mr.
Harak came to Ansonia, Conn.
from the Republic of Lebanon.
He studied music under several
teachers in Hartford, New York,
and Mexico City, and played his
first major musical role as a
soloist for the National Broadcasting Company before coming
to Fairfield University.
The Glee Club will attempt to
capture its fourth victory at the
Fifth Annual Catholic InterCollegiate Festival to be held
on March 30-31 at St. John's
University in Hillcrest, N.Y.
This year, the Glee Club will
sing, along with the regular

Sixt~enth

standards, a whole new array of
songs, including: Stars and
Stripes Forever, A Ballymure
Ballad, Orchids in the Moonlight, Everybody Square Dance,
and an arrangement of songs by
Emile Cote.
The tentative schedule of the
Glee Club is as follows:
Sun., Dec. 9, Fairfield University; Sat., Feb, 9, Rockville
Centre, N.Y.; Sun., Feb. 17, Emmanuel College;' Sat., Feb. 23,
Purchase, N.Y.; Sun., Mar. 10,
Brandford; Wed., Mar. 13, Old
Saybrook; Wed., Mar. 20, Westport; Sat., Mar. 23, Waterbury;
Sat., Mar. 30, St. John's University, N.Y.; Sun., Mar. 31, St.
John's University, N.Y.; I Fri.,
Apr. 5, Klein Memorial Audi-

MINUTES OF STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING-OCT. 16, 1962
The meeting was opened with a prayer at 7:20 p.m. in the
Campion lounge.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read.
The treasurer's report showed a ba'1ance of $215.33.
Committee Reports: Standing Committees:
LegislatIve Committee - The committee met earlier in the
evening and recommended passage of the Student Press
Association constitution.
Activities Committee - No report.
Grievance" Committee - Rega'rding a mailbox inside Campion Hall, it was learned that because the quilding is government owned it would be against the law to place'a
mailbox 'inside. Fr. McCormick- would write the U.S.
Post-Office department to determine if a ITlailbox could
be acquired and placed outside Campion-.
Regarding senior parking in front of Camp,ion, stickers
wiH be ordered and the necessary number oLspaces reserved. After this is done, the campus. policeman will be
instructed to ticket the automobiles of those students
parked in the reserved area and not displaying a senior
sticker.
Regarding seniors only eating in the Loyola cafeteria New Frontiers Plans
between 5:00 and 5:15 p.m., Fr. McCormick stated that
such a plan had been tried in the past, and was not Many Improvements
effective, due to the fact that very few students ate dur•
t
,
ing that fifteen minute period. Therefore the plan would
By John Nuzzo
not be tried again.
The publishing year of the
Regarding the complaints about the quality and quantity University's literary magazine,."
of food in'the Loyola cafeteria, it was decided 10 begm New Frontiers, will pegin with
a thorough study of the situation, and present a report a winter edition due in Novemto the administration after all pertinent facts are gath- ber. This oompilation will be
ered. A letter would be written to the student body released three times during the
explaining the work of the Council in this area.
year and wili contain the talPublicity Committee - No report.
ent of both the student body
Financial Committee - A petty cash fund of $25 has been and' the faculty. In addition,
set up. Withdrawals are to be made through the outside contributions _ amaTreasurer.
teur and professional - will be
'Election Committee - Mr. Zapf saw Fr. Henry Murphy', a!].d presented.
.
It is the intention of theedia letter would be posted informing interested F'reshmen
of the dates of the petition period, ,the primary, and tors .to 'introduce in each issue
the election.
a feature article, stated Dale
Special Committees:
McNulty, co-editor of the magaHonor Committee - Fr. Coughlin approved of th.e plan. of zine: These key articles will be
the committee ap.d would like a reporJ, especla~ly WIth .based on Philoi>ophy, Theology,
regard to courses in which cheating is most hkely to and the Arts, but will not be reoccur.
stricted to these subjects. A
Program Committee - Mr. Bisacca agreed to the plan ~f tentative thought for the The,the committee, but wanted assurance that the CounCIl ology theme is a series of picwould always be responsible for the handling of the tures along with ah explanation
programs. Tentatively the forms will be acquired from concerning the influence of
Coca-Cola and the information on them will be printed Theology on Church architectby the Cou~cil. The programs would be sold for 10c to ture. Durip.g the year the staff
those without Activity Cards, and given free of charge hopes to integrate photography
to those wit:h a card. Suggestions regarding the pro- and art work with the various
grams would be accepted.
articles and poems offered.
College Bowl Committee - Fr. Nickerson had been conIn an attempt to further imtacted and would be the master of ceremonies. Mr.
.
prove
their magazine, and at
Keane would see Mr. Petry to ask him to help in gettmg
the team together.' Letters of inquiry - were sent to the same time expose it to the
public, . the staff is considering
eleven schools, and replies are being awaited.
joining a natiomil Catholic
Old Business:
1. Amendment, Mr. Zapf That Article III; Section 3; press organization.
Part A of the Student Council c,onstitution be changed Through these systems the edito read, "The election of F,reshman representatives will tions' of literary works of varibe held on some regular school day during the first two ous colleges'are exchanged, thus
weeks of the subsequent November."
providing new ideas in format
and writing.
~conded, Discussed, Passed
'.
.
2. Motion, Mr. Keane - That the Student CounCIl approve
the constitution of the Student Press Association.
Seconded, Discussed, Passed
3. Amendment, Mr. Giblin - That t:he'Honor Committee be
set up as a standing commit\ee in the constitution of
the Student Association.
Seconded, Discussed, Defeated
Mr. ·Simon Harak, director of
New Business:
the Fairfield Glee Club, is run1. MO'tion, M.r. Giblin - That the constitution of the Fair- ning for the office of Proba~e
field University Radio Society be approved.
Judge. ·Mr. Harak who has dlSeconded, Discussed, Tabled
r~cted the Glee <?lub ~or the
een .yeaArs of. Its hexlsthenc~,
2. Motion, Mr. Giblin - That the Basketball Program com- slx!d
mittee be made a sub-committee of the Activities IZeSl els In nsonla were I e IS
a rea t or.
.
C
'ommlttee.
.
He is seeking election in the
Seconded, DIscussed, T a b l e d , .
towns of Shelton Derby and
3. Motion Mr Zapf - That the Student CounCIl adopt the A '
th' R
b'l'
,
'.
'"
.
f h
nsonla, ·on
e
epu lcan
method of wntte? petition m .the presentation 0 t· e ticket.
grievance concer~mg the food SItuatIOn.
To aid Mr. Harak in his camSeconded, DIscussed, P a s s e d , .
. paign, the Young' Republican
4. Motion, Mr. Z~pf - That the. Councll,look mto the feasl- Club of Fairfield will go from
bi~ity of hav~ng two meal .tickets; one for students who door to door in the Valley this
WIsh to eat m the cafetena seve.n days a week, .and a Saturday urging people to get
second for those students who WIsh to e\lt meals m the out and vote. They will leave
cafeteria-only five days a week.
from Loyola Hall at 9:30 a.m.
Seconded, Dicsussed, Passed
5. Motion, Mr. Keane - That the Student Council Grievance
Committee look into the possibi'lity of having the three
days before the beginning of the Christmas vacation off,
and if this i~ not possible, look into getting November
2nd off, making this a four day weekend.
Seconded; Discussed, Passed
Take Her Bowling
6. Motion, Mr. Davidson - That the group of fellows interested in the fo.rmation of a rifle club and shooting
at
range behind the Prep school field be given a vote of
confiedence by the Council for their future efforts.
Seconded, Discussed, Passed.. .
7. Motion, Mr. Davidson - That t!:e Grievance Committee
undertake an investig(ltion of the possiJ:;>ility of installing
146i1 Po.>! Rd.
Westport
a second telephone on each floor of the three dormitort!::;
for student use.
!:o-71ing Daily 'til 6 P.M.
Seconded, Discussed,' Passed
8. Motion, Mr. Hughes - That th_ Student Council look
3a~;.lrdays & ~undays All Day
into t:he feasibility of givin~ recognition to Seniors of
Cardinal (excluding Varsity sports), Major, Minor, and
Social activities at graduatio.n.
Home of Fairfield U's
Seconded, Discussed, Tabled
Ir:~!'c::lUr31 E:>wling League
Thomas FilzGerald" '63'
Recording Secretary

A DATE?

WESTPORT LANES

CLearwater 9·9079

Fairfield Barber
Shop
Specializing in Ladies' and
Children's Haircutting
JOSEPH VERNUCCIO
27 Unquowa Road.
Fairfield. Connecticut

HIGH TEST, LOW TEST, NO TEST
Just the other nightJ was saying to the little woman, "Do you
think the importance of tests in American colleges is being
overemphasized?" (The little 'woman, incidentally, is not, as
you might think, my wife. My wife is far from a little woman.
She is, in fact, almost seven feet high and ,heavily muscled.
She is a full-blooded Chiricahua Apache and holds the world's
hammer-throw record. The little woman I referred to is someone we found crouching under the sofa when we moved into
our apartment several years ago, and there she has remained
ever since. She never speaks, except to make a kind of guttural
clicking sound when she is hungry. Actually, she is not too
much fun to have around, but with my wife away at track meets
most of the time, at least it gives me somebody to talk to.)
But I digress. "Do you think t!le importance of tests in
American colleges is being overemphasized?" I ·said the other
night to the little woman, and then I said, "Yes, Max, I do
think the importance of tests in American colleges is being
overemphasized." (As I have explained, the little woman does
not speak, so when we have conversations, 1 am forced to do
both parts.)
•
'

.

I

.

torium, Bridgeport; Sat., Apr. 6,
Ansonia; Sun., Apr. 21, Weston
College, Weston, Mass.; Wed.,
Apr. 24, Stamford; Sun., Apr.
28, Madison; Thurs., May 2,
Hartford; Sun., May 5, Fairfield
U. (Senior Parents Weekend).

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

Mr. Harak Seeks
Prohate- Judge

, HAVE

Year

(

To get back to tests-sure, they're important, but let's not
alIow them to get too important. There are, after all, many
qualities and talents that simply can't be measured by quizzes.
Is it right to penalize a gifted student whose gifts don't happen
to be of the academic variety? Like, for instance, Gregor
Sigafoos?
Gregor, a freshman at the New Hampshire College of Tanning
and Belles Lettres, has never passed a single test; yet all who
know him agree that he is studded with talent like a ham with
cloves. He can, for example, sleep standing up. He can do a
perfect imitation of a scarlet tanager. (I don't mean just do
the bird calls; I mean he can fly South in the winter.) He can
pick up B-B's with his toes. He can say "Toy boat" three times
fast. He can build a rude telephone out of two emptylMarlboro
packs and 100 yards of butcher's twine. (Of all his impressive
accomplishments, this last is the one Gregor likes to do best
-not building the telephone, but emptying the Marlboro
packs. Gregor' doesn't just dump the Marlboros out of the
pack. He smokes them 'one at a time-settling back, getting
oomfortable, savoring each tasty puff. As Gregor often says
with a winsome smile, "By George, the makers of Marlboro
took their time finding this fine flavor, this great filter, and by
George, I'm going to take my time enjoying 'em !")
Well, sir, there you have Gregor Sigafoos-artist, humanist,
. philosopher, Marlboro smoker, and freshman since 1939. Will
the world -so desperately in need of talent-ever benefit from
Gregor's great gifts? Alas, no. He is in colIege to stay.
But even 1p.ore tragic for mankind is the case of Anna Livia
Plurabelle. Anna Livia, a classmate of Gregor's, had no talent,
no gifts,' no brains, no personality. All she had was a knack for
taking tests. She would cram like crazy before a test, always
get a perfect score, and then promptly forget everything she had
learned. Naturally, she graduated with highest honors and
degrees by the dozen, ,but the sad fact is that she left college
,no more educated, no more prepared to cope with the world,
'than when she entered. Today, a broken woman, she crouches
under my. sofa.
© 1962 Max Sbulm. .

*

*

*

And speaking of tests, wi makers of Marlboro put our
cigarette through an impressive number before: we send
it to the market. But ultimately, there is only one test
that counts: Do !!!.!! like it? We think you will.
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Gov. Dempsey
Cites Problems

WVOF Soives Legal Question;
incum- Technical Difficulties Erased

Gov. John Dempsey,
bent from Connecticut, addressed a gathering in Gonzaga AudiD
torium on Monday, Ootober 22.
The Governor spoke on problems
U
facing the state and his solutions
for these problems.
T
This election,marks Dempsey's
first test as a candidate for gov-'
A
ernor. As lieutenant governor,
he assumed the office of goverT
nor when former Gov. Ribicoff
L
was called' to Washington as
Secretary of Health, Education,
K
and Welfare.
'A native of Ireland, Gov.
S
Dempsey is the only governor
in the United States who is a
S
naturalized citizen.
The program was sponsored
E
by the Fairfield University
Young Democrats, and - ~s the
.:.--------:::--.....- - - -.....,..--------.....---~ I first of a 'group of similar ven-

o

E
W

H

o

Nat'l Recollections A·cclainted; tU~~t~:nn::e:ls t~~c~~~~' the
appearances of: Sen. Thomas
.A.S.N. Provides E ntertainment~~~~eJ;;:c~~yOran~f. JSt~~:~

Fred Visco, president of the
Radio Club, recently ~nnounced
plans.. for WVQF and clarified
the present status of the campus
AM radio station. WYOF is authorized only a-- closed-circuft
station - for the three dorms on
campus.' As it is a closed-circuit,'
limited \ distance station, F.C.C.
authorization and official assignment of call leHers are not required. The operation is legitimate as a limited distance set
up only if the signal from the
transmitter does nart travel outside of the campus grounds.
WVOF complies wi,th these regulations.
Technical difficulties kept the
station off the air during the
broadcasting week of Qct. 15-19.

The main difficulty was a short
circuit which developed in one
of the transmitters power transfomers. There wa;; also a slight
delay in obtaining a replacement for this part.
. Prior to this difficulty the sta o
tion>S- signai had been received
quite satisfactorily· in Campion
and Loyola, but less successfully
in Gonzaga.· It was e~pected,
however" that once WVOF was
back in operation all three
dorms would be able to receive
the broadcasts with no difficulty
at aU. The station's broadcasting
schedule may also undergo a
change soon, with plans in the
making for the station to be in
operation from 6 to 9 p.m., instead of from 6:30 to 8:30.

Alert Reporter
Scoops Laundry

and chairman of the Ribicoff for
typical of literature which Poe Senate Committee.
The laundry room in Campion _
"National Recollections," a developed. the short story of
Hall has been furnished. Includ:
three-part literary program by psychological effect.
the American Repertoire Theaed in the set-up are six washing
tre was presented in Gonzaga
The second act was a dramatic
machines, three dryers ancl a
auditorium 01). the evenings of presentation ·of the ball a d
~oap dispensing machine. The
October 18th and 19th.
"Frankie and Johnny." Sheila
final installations were completmhe productl'on was presented Papp and' William Carpenter
:By STEVE O'NEIL
d 1 t S d
"
.L'
1
d 'tl
1 . th M . 1
On Thursday, Nov. 8th,S Freshe as 'un ay.
,
d
by Alpha Sigma Nu, ,the Fair- p.Laye hero es In e USIC<l
1 d
M'
P
eared
man
elections,
for
the
tu
ent
.
On
hearing
this
story,
the
field University chapter of the me 0 ra~a. ISS app app
CouncI'l of Fal'rfield University.
as FrankIe'
the
wholesome lass
National Honor Society of Jesuit.'
.
'wI'll be held for the offices of STAG sent a repoflter to interm search of happmess and love
view the appliances. "For each
College students, as pan of i t s " , .
President, Vice-Rresident, Treacontinuing effort to "foster a and BIll Carpenter as Johnny, surer, and' Secretary.
load I wash, I chilrge twenty.
"the man who done her wrong."
five 'cents. Now don't jump to
d:eepe~ k~o~led~ ~nd apprecla- The story written in rhyme by According to Mich~el ~pf, canclusions-I know it's twenty
· hon 0 a
e a ' s.
Will Ritchie, spelled out the Commissio~~r of ElectIOns, each. ce'nts in town, but within the
The three acts shown were tragic tradition of Western type' per~n aSpIrIng for .one of tI:ese next month or so .the prices
selected by the American Re- literature complete with bar- ~ositlons must obtam a nomma- there will also be twenty-five
pertoire Theatre wheise purpose tender, swinging qoors and a tion sh~et fro~ Fath~~ Henry cents. There is 'an association in
is to "enhance, deepen, ,and de- vi-llain... who is foiled by a wo- Murphy s of?ce.m CamslUs Hall. the Fairfield County area for all
fine our American lIeritage by a man's love.
These no~mahon sheets were laundromats, thus making this
series of 'curiously American'
made avaIlable on Monday, Oc- step possible."
plays."
In rthe final act, "An Evening tober 22nd. Each sheet must be
.
With Mark Twain," Harold filled out and returned to Father
The dryer also had !:!Ornething
The first act was entItled Kirshner starred as the beloved Murphy's office no later than to say. "For each cycle of ten
"~lone .With Edgar Allen Poe" humorist. In the portrayal, Mr. Monday, October 29th.
minutes the charge is ten cents.
WIth Conrad L. Pomerleau con- Kirshner reproduced both sides
Each candidate for office must This is the normal dryer price
vincingly' portraying the poet- of the gifted American writer. o,tain a required number of sig- in the area."
author. Mr. Pomerleau gave a First he presented the lecturer, natures before he is eligible for
Naturally, the soap machine
brief recitation from the . po:t's whose friendly smile, flowing election. The required number had to get in its plug. He told
wo~ks and gave a dr~mahzatIOn white hair, black -cigar and of signatures is: President! 30, his story. "I am a stand-in until
of 'TI:e Bll;lck Gat, a mono- white suit i1tentified the humor- Vice-President, 25, Treasurer, the new machine arrives. I pro
logue m whIch th~ narrator r:- ist wherever he appeared. ,Then 26, and Secretary, 20.
vide both detergent and bleach. constr~cts by a ratIOnal a.nalysls he read sections from Huckle- -In addition to the nomination
a senes of events. ThIS. was beJ.:ry Finn, Twain's saga of life sheets, each candidate must subWhen our reporter was ju..
along the Mississippi, contrast- mit a resume of previous activi- about to leave, he noticed t11'
the drama of a lynching to ties and/or reasons that the can- there was no change machi
L-ectures, ~xperiments ing
the comic antics of the river didate feels qualify him for his in the room. He asked the w
what the story was on this, "
Planned By M"P Club rogues the Duke and the King. desired office.
The'show was' well received
The elections will .be held in of the present moment we r
• The Math-Physics Club held and was a very adequate vehicle the lib rary m
.. H a 11. . The no need for suCh. a machine.
,
. C ams~us
its first meeting of the year for
'=
t'Imes WI,:.'
11 b e tIle
to carry the aim of A.S.N.; which definite pol1!ng
stalldemand
one." / ariseS; we will in- i
the purpose of discussing future is to provide an "unclinical and posted at a later date. If apriSHIRTS
plans.
undiluted understanding, of Art mary should be necessary, -the
The laundromat will be open
Button-down, or Tab
The twenty-five men who at- so ,that every man's life may be tentative date for it is. Tuesd'ay, twenty-four hours a day· as of
White or Color j
tended the meeting were briefed enriched."
Nov. 6th.
the time being and will be atRegularly 5.00
on .the activities and objectives =:..=.::.::..:.::...:....:..------~----.::..-~-~----;------~
I tended by one of the students
of the club f.or the coming year
on a part time basis.
by Edward Jascewsky, a Physics
3 for. 1.50
major, who is president of the
club.
ROY'S
Mr. Jascewsky announced that
PHOTO CENTER
the club will aid the Math-·
For the Best in
Physics ml!jors in three ways.
Photographic Service'
The members will be aided
12 Re~f Rd.. Fairfield. Conn.
P.O. Arcade
first by lectures, both vocational
Downtown BridgepQrt
and educational. This year guest
speakers wiN include representatives of the Technical Measure· ment Company. and the American Institute of Physics, which
aids in placing students in jobs
and graduate schools.
The club will also aid members by sponsoring trips to leading eJl:perimental and industrial
plants in. the area. Plans· have
already been made for tours of
the Perkins-Elmer Cwp. in Norwalk, and the Brookfield Nation· al Laboratory in Long Island:
Finally, the club will aid
· members by underwriting the
experiments its members under,
Phot,p by Pete Goss
take outside· of the Physics lab. "GAMBLING MAN" tells the sad story of his life in, the A.S.N.
Possible experiments this year production of "National Recollections."
include construction of a cloud I ;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;;;;;,;.1
chamber to study the motion of II
particles and a spectograph to
measure ··the spectrum of light
from various sources.
Booksellers to Bridgeport and
Mr. Jascewsky stressed· the
f.act that the club is almost exFairfield .for 20 years
FAIRFIELD OFFICE
clusively composed of physics
784
VILLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY
majors. He added that there- is
ANY BOOK IN PRINT
a need for math majors if the
club is to function correctly.
OPEN
LARGE PAPERBACK
Tile club also has plans to add
FRIDAYS
SELECTION
social activities this year. A ski c I
TO '
ing party and. a skating party
:{3road St.. Bridgeport
Unquowa Rd.. Fairfield
8
P.M.
are being given
serious consid-';'L;";'':''__
I
ED 6-2567
CL 9-1412 --:-__-'
eratk)'n
t
\ '\.,
By DENNIS· DONOHUE
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Editorial Commentary •

,

BQYCOTI: A FUN THING?
'Ilhe recent ''ibOyrott'' of the
Loyola' cafeteria was- amusing.
Though unorganized and only
h'alf-sUC'cessfwl, lit showed' one
thing - that a certaill number
of students can -get together for
c,ommon cause.and create a commotion with many repereussi'ons.
Despite.the validity of many" of
the complJalints, many things
were forgotten in the rush to
town. It seems that for most
people, the boycott was more of
a "fun thing" ,than a semous and
thougihtful protest.
Compare
wh'at actulaHy went on with the
erroneous story appearing iJn •the
Bridgeport HERALD
the
story gave the impression ;that
our little action rivalled, the riot
at Ole Miss.
'l1he, STAG admits that there
is room for dmprovement :in the
cafetema food - and'that 'a good
protest never hurts anyone and
is often a ,good way" of letting o~
steam. , But was this pall'tIicula'!'
Way the most intelili,gent and
beneficial - did it do the most
to correct ,the situation? We
think not and the Student Council1 agrees 'Wlith us.

ABOVE
Extra Curriculars
Students have :Often mistaken
·theiJr scholastic enVironment's
governing body as'a miniature of
the Federal Gove:mment of the
na1lion. Although many means
of '~ssembly aIlld procedurre are
simiilia'!', the sphere of authority
of the student government is
moderated by the Administmtion
and Faoul·ty of tiheUniveflSlity
community.

l~timate complaint, students
caused. the above resul15 and
~ t.mtldcessarily ~ging 1Itereally -got ftOINhere with their
'!'epU:tationS of 'the cooks
gripe. We think that if a simillar
_ ' destroying any pos~ble good- situation ever arises, the negtible
'Will that might have exJisted results of this action should sdber
dn ,the owners of the conces- OUT exuberance. 'Ilhe Student
si'Oll thus dosing the door to Counoil tis now taking me'asures
action by a more responsible ,that, hopefuNy" WIi'11 do' somegroup such, a!S ·the Student, thing towaros correctiJng the siotu- 'Councll
I ertion. If we are to rely on the
- calling ~nnecessary- attention Council as our means of comto the situation (the HERALD munication With the administrastory) and 'giving the UnJiver- Non, we cannot be talci.ng such
sity administration unneeded ,means of exPression 'as a boypubLioity.
cotto It w~
while it lasted,
In talciJng fuoLishadion on a but it didn't help.

The results of ·the boycott
were:

nm

The STAG thoo-oughlyagrees
with the Student Officers' charges
of drisloY'a'1tyand improper action
by 'some of the protesVng Juniors.;F'oc the self-styled journalist who anonymously telephoned
locall po~ice and newspapeI1S, the
STAG's imagination farrIs to conjure an adequate inflictable
sadism::
The two mentioned mistakes
in the student mentality toWard
the Student ,Council join iJn the
one attitude that the OouncH is
equivalent to another activd:ty.
Wiithiin the secclar student .extra-eurtrti.oulars, it. should be considered of inComparable importance. It is not. -only owr- voice,
but, ,in emOtional a;narohy, it is
ou'!' mind.

Hans Morgenthau
in New Republic
"Silence can ,be golde'll. It can
alIso be just pl~in yeMow."
Donald 'I'homlan
in The Emerging LaYman

POI-JITICAL ILLITERATES''CQNNAISSANCE, a student cainJpus. But these men, ~th
program at -the University of few exceptions, ,are local p¢i!Pennsylvania designed to' p~ - ticians, and, thus, their e~ri
mote political litera'G)" concern- ence is llimited and mainly domesing vital lissues that confront tic; Whistle-stopping at the U.
America today r a~ounces an in: is nottne substitute for a, y~r
, tereollegiate symposium opNo:. long, worked-out ooucatioo. pro'vem'ber 9-10 on Latin Atnemca." gram for. the Cab~olicdirected
Similar to ,a dozen puiblicity IDeans and DemoCm~ annuaUy
,releases the STAG receives each to this sooial obligations as an
week, this particulaT' operll~g Amepican and a member of the
paragraph demonstrates the pa:r- world. community.
tiai faJilure of Fairfield's politida'l
'and public afliaJia:s club to fulfill
what we believe alfe thcir two
basic responsihiliibies. The first,
to educate citJizens; secondly,
support a candidate and get out
the vote.
'~SuppoTtiT1Jga

candidate" needs
1ll'O exemplification. W~th the
campaign ardor as thick as .smoke
Nom b~ng leaves the Re'PU:'bpalrade candJidates through the

The students have been shortchanged on the second responsibi.1ity. Simultaneo\Jily, however,
the students have spiked the
heart of such efforts by shamefully-low attendance at lectures
and olub events. The exceptions
are few; for example, the Buckley-KenealY Delbate, packlingthe
gymnaslium.
RegaT<Uess of student indifference, the clubs cannot responsib-

ly hide behind the C'ampa~gn's
facade and blindly maroh an ignorant_ public to the poMs. The
STAG urges renewed pUbtica1Jion
of the pol~tiC'alorganizatiOn's
journals; if this is :ill1pos~le,
these pages a,re open for pa:~
comment. Interest here.wiN only
come with the conflict of ideas
and the mea'ns of implementing
ideas; we urge your encouragement fur this work.
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
Beast J November 7
Beast K - November 21
Beast L - December 12
Beast M - Januaiy 16
Beat;J - R_. . . . '
·Ed. Meeting - 10/24 at 6:30 p.m.
Assignments - 10/25 at 3 p.m.
DEADLINE - 10/31 at 4 p.m. '
Layout - 11/4 at 3 p.m.
Ed. Board - 11/6 at 2 p.m.

AU letters - to - the - Editor must be
submitted one week prior to publication. Letters must be typewritten,
and signed. All copy is unreturnable
aand subject to deletion 'Or rejection
by the Editor.
All students-in-t-er-e-sted in joining."
-the, STAG staff, please leave your
name and phone number in Campion 101.

Support The'
" Clothing Drive
J

'I'hese guidtng forees· keep the
Councr! within its proper area of
ac1JiVlity. Often, with paradoxJically subtle des~arrr, the student
comes to the hasty a~d imprudent decision that the CouniCil lies
pO~l'less and uninfluentJital '.Phis
mentality is exemplified in the
recent "ood:eteri'a boycott."

"Butimagline for a' moment
where man woU!ld be if his-most
intelligent, best educated, and
most sec u r e children bad
tJ~ughout history hidden their
faces and spoken only _in wbispers. The great men wboee lives
ao.d works you study are remembered exactly because they were
not anonymous, ibecQuse they
showed their faces above the
crowd and spoke in a loud voice
aU bythetnselves."

•

The ,Bmdigeport Area_ Olulb 15
sponsoring a clothing drive d'ocing ;the~ next two months. Nat
only is 1Jhd& projeCt pra~s~r1Jhy,
it is unique to this campus.
'11he STAG uPges your 'unmitigated support for thlis work,but
to stop with htis one project
woUJld be 'OIl'ly -returning to the
usual status, quo. '
llhis newsPaper looks ,to the
Student Council fur leadership
'and ,initiative for simHar projects
in the future. ~alirfield has too
~ong coodoned ,the -students' insulalr mentafri,ty on this oampus.
The RA.e. piI'Ogram is one step
outside. The S'OdaLity's work
with the Puerto RJican youth in
Bridgeport'is another.
SmaHgroups must originate
and foster this type of work, but
the entire student populace"
shoul'd, become irufoTl!lJ.€d and in'lo1iyed as much as possible.
:f:,rcm,,:·th~s vanmge, the Fairfield student ~s not beinlg given
enough infDrmation on these actiVlities. '.Phis:is a, fuilirrg of this
jOU'I'llal ,- lit wdllJI, !be rorrected.
It is also a fuliling of the studenJt "
leaders who harve neglected tms
impoI'ltant work.

,
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Mr. Lukacs~ European Artist,
Lectures For German Club
By RICHARD

~.

BARICKO.

. Mr. Palko Lukacs, professor
·of fine arts,recently gave an
illustrated lecture for the German Club. Reproduotions of
some of the works of the German masters such as Durer,
Cranach, Holbein, Grunewald,
and other German artists, includin'g ,those of our own century, were used to show the role
·that German paintings have
played in Symbolism, Impressionism, Realism, and Cubism.
Mr. Lukacs"~who is Hungarian
by birth, spent the early part of
his career as an artist studying
in Vienna at the State Academy
of Fine Arts School of Masters.
With this' world renowned art
center as his enviromnent Palko
Lukacs began to develop what
was to be recognized as ·a versatile but fully controlled style.
Leaving Vienna Mr. Lukacs next
went to the art center of the
world, Paris, where he studied
painting with Andre Lhote.
Having completed what we
might call his formal studies
Palko Lukacs returned to his

the faculty as an instructor in
the History' of .Art. In addition
to lecturing to the students of
Fairfield on the undergraduate
level Mr. ~.Lukacs has also lectured' for' both· the Graduate
Department of 'the University
and the Summer Session Department. Under the direction of
Palko Lukacs a Studio Art
Course is now being offered at
Fairfield - a first -in the history
of the University.
Because of his background in
the German language - Mr.
Lukacs worked as a writer 'for
a Vienna newspaper while he
was in Austria ...,- he is presently giving lectures in the advanced German course at Fairfield.
Mr. Lukacs has given exhibitions of his paintings in su<;h
famous art centers as Vienna,
Paris,' London, Geneva, Bern,
Havana, and New York. His
paintings are presently being
shown at the Szenmore Galleries 242 East 59th Street, New
York.

JIboto b:F ....

.

a-

SOUTHWELL BALL, wbleh Is III the pnc'8B . , 1teblc reliovated, will serve as the theatre for the
Dra}Qatic Society. It is scheduled for completion in the early Spring. The play, Rising of the
Moon, was presented in the as yet unfinished theatre on Saturday afternoon, October 20,. during
the Fathers' Weekend.

:~o~:~i~~U~i~~:~r~~t~r~ft::Will Seek .Administrative Approval
the Anschluss of Austria to the
f
. ;a~~~d~:~~ ~~ :~~~~tA~~~~f~ Students Organize Ri Ie . Club;

IRICH~4RiJ LAWLESS:

ASPECT

and go to a couilitry where he
would have the freedom of exBy ~OHN NUZZO
I for a. proctor who will be preTHE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY' II:
pression, as did many other of
A group of Fairfield students sent during all .firing· meets.
his prominent contemporary intends to form the University
InformaLpreparatory -meetings
THE REAL PROBL~S
Europeans.
Rifle Club uPon the approval of are held on Mondays at 3:00
In
the
last
ASPECT,
we saw that the ideal of the academic
Mr; Lukacs chose Cuba astthe the Administration. The club p.m. in Canisi).ls Hall to plan'for
country where he would con.
. the club and, iif it is approved, community was to produce men with ideas - ideas that 'would
·tinue his work and he remained ' consI~s of 16 me~bers who wIll to create a constitution. After help them and those around them. The student should arrive
there until political pressure be .firmg .22 callber weapon~. preliminary work is done, there
once again began to hinder his Of the group, ten are expen- will be few business meetings. at these ideas. through a program of liberal arts, encompassing
tlhe bes't of western thought: So much for the ideal. The real is,
artistic freedom. While in Cuba, enced marksmen ~nd have b~en
Palko Lukacs lectured at the t~sted. by authonz~d orgamzaas -all reality is, short of the ideal. No :9ystem is perfect; but no
University of Oriente Santiago hons mThthe handlIng of fire1-1
sys-tem is unperfectable, either. _That there is room for improvec
·
.
f L
arms.
ey compose a sma
an d at t h e U mv:erslty 0
.yce~n number of interested and loyal
ment i~ almost obvious.
of Havana. BeSIdes lecturmg m
t"
t
art and painting Mr. Lukacs par ICIpan s.
To investigate the problems confronting the academic com-'
founded a school for painters in
As a prerequisite before jOin-\
By 'MICHAEL M. SULLIVAN
munity, it ~ou1d be wise to divide that general group into three
Havana.
ing the team, all members will
At the first Public Affairs specific areas: ~dent body, faculty, and administration. These
In 1960 Palko Lukacs came to have to be tested and those not Club meeting of the' acad~In.ic
the United States. Becaus~ of qualified will receive instruction year plans and policy were s~t specific ar¢ have their own problems, aud also prob!ems inhis interest in academic life and previous to the questioning. This. for the coming months. "'~his vclvinithe other two. Undefined areas of authority, Gommunioain art students Mr. Lukacs chose is to insure safety and a more year" said Vice-President Peter tions or the lack of it, and selfish aims of each g.roup fcr its
to continue lecturing at a uni- skilled organization. An author- Jon~s "we have decided to re- own' benefit are the main areas of inter-group problems.
versity. He chose Fairfield Uni- ized N.R.A. (N.ational Rifle As- turn to the format of the club
versity ,and became a member of socJation) instruct~r h~s been as expressed in our constitution.
THE STUDENT BODY
contacted who wl1l gIve the This consists in a number of
The student body is the main reason for the' existence of
necessary instruction and tests debates to take place at least the academic community; it is their educatkm and their benefit
before the official opening of the once a ~onth between our own that is a college or university's main concern. But while the
It has been. announced re- club. Members, however, must club member~ or student affili- main responsibiltity of the academic community is the student,
me
cently that the Cardinal Key !Je registered at least c: . week ates. We also plan to have out- this does not mean (by any fantastic stretch of the imagination)
m.
advance
of
the
begmmng
of side speakers or authorities on the stl.ldent escapes responsibility. The' main responsibility of
Society has d!'Opped the idea
a specific topic at least once' the student is his own education, and in particular, his own
of having a live stag on campus thIS program.
All
plans
depend
upon
the
every
two months provided self-education since the only way he w.ill get the full v'.:i.!:; of a
due to excessive costs and several problems in the care of approval of the University in this funds and, most importaI1t, stU-plaI'ticular subject or course of studies is relating it to himself.
matter: the possible use 'gf a dent interest allows for it."
He will have to make the commitment himself and so d2ter,nine
the animal.
Mr. Jones went on to say that his own benefit 'from his education and to his future com:nunity.
However ,in place of this ani- natural backstop for firing on
mal the Key is looking into the campus. If consent is given, the "encouragement in the field of One of the. main problems faced by student bodies in gener,al
possibility of obtaining a bronze club can be formed and the outside speakers has been re- is the large amount of' students who do not make this s5\lf-corristag which would be placed in squad can be' fully organized ceived in the form of letters mitment, hurting not only themselves, but others in the process.
within three weeks. As an added from the United Nations' Speak- Another is the student who thinks exclusively in '~erms of himfront of the gymnasium.
safety
factor, the team is looking ers' Bureau. In these letters we self (even with the good motive of self-education) and fa-ils to
The stag committee chairinan,
have ,been told that because of serve or assist the academic community of which he is a part.
Mr. Jeffrey Hug{1es, '63,' asks
the Uniyersity's excellent record Admittedly, some aTe joiners and some art not, but if a student
Food
any member of the student
concer.mng .past .~p~ake~s, we can give only to himself while he is in school, then he will most
(Cont. from Page . I. Col. 2)
body who has information which
would recelvepnonty m. the probably fail to give of himself as an adult member of his future
would aid in the acquisition of
the above mentioned figures in future. We also plante spons~r community.
.
this ornament to please contact mind.
debates on the part of the Umhim in Campion. Hall room 226.
versity faculty. Even now we
THE FACULTY
Admittedly, this procedure are. preparing for. the C.I.~.L.
Problems peculiar to the faculty part of the academic. comwill be a slow one, but nE!Ces- WhICh takes. place m the spnng.. munity are many, and relate both to the faculty themselves and
sarily so. In order to approach .Concerning our representatives, i in their relations with the student body. Some problems involvthe administration with any a tt end ance a t a.11 P u bl'IC Aff'
aIrs ing thems:e'lves are: keeping up within their own field of study,
hope of success,' we are obliged Club meetings will definitely be I carrying a Class-load that is too large, and for many, raising a
The
Collegiate
Marketing to have a complete fac_tual mandatory."
. ' I family at the same time: Some faculty problems ,involving the
Club of F'aimeld University knowledge of the problem;' and ..· Mr. Jones added that a pro- students are: effectively communicating the worth and matter of
held its initial meeting a few als~, aItern'ate measu:es J>y posal to collect dues among their subject, maintaining some degree of relations with students
weeks ago.
WhICh the. ~roblem mIght be members has been made and is while teaching huge classes ,and theine.vitable clash of personGerard O'Connor '63, Presi- solved.. ThIS IS the only ~ethod being given careful considera~ ality between teacher and student. Another area of consideration
dent of the' club, opened the that WIll lead to a solutIOn, so tion.
. is continuing the sense of dedication that motivates most tea~
meeting, moderated by Mr. T.,_we ask ~he.Stud~nt Body to conAt this first meeting, Fr. ers - after five or ten years of teaching exactly the same matJ. F. Pinkman, by outlining the tr?lhtheir Impatience, and bear Hohmann, the moderator, .re- ter,itis .difficult (but necessary) to muster the enthusiasm needed
club's gwls for this year. In- WIt us.
marked that the Public Affairs to wake up students to the value ofa subject.
cluded in the agenda are a_series
The Student Council should Club must be an active campus,
'
_
,
of lectures, four plant tours, and be the people to whom these organization. It is in the light of
THE ADMINISTRATION
.
The last segment of ·the academic community to be cona tentative dinner, the date to gripes are made and as your this statement that due to poor
be announced at a future meet- representatives, they should be attendance on the part of lower sidered is the administration. Faced with the problem of maning.
the ones to straighten out the classmen at the initial meeting, aging a complex tnat is by its. physical nature fragmented, it is
An "ideas" period w';\s then problem. Demonstrations of the a movement to.· enroll more their duty to preserve the desired inter-departmental unity and
~ntrodu~ed, the purpose of which type that took place not so long freshmen and sophomores is thu~ aid. in the dev~l?pment of the educated student. :r~is is
IS to ~Ive thl;! m~mbers an. op- ago only hamper us in the job now' under way.
theIr mam responsIbIlIty..A secondary dl}ty of the admimstraportumty to submI~ new motIOns that we are trying to do. It is
tion is to manage the non-academic offices and physical plant,
and have them reVIewed. ~mong this sort of thing that l't1ins the
seeing. that conflicts do. not a.rise from the.se parts that might
to all known rumors,
th esEZ concep ts ~as a mo t I9 n t 0 rapport between your .'"student theContrary
University's water supply hinder eit?er t~e student body o.r. the ~cul~y. Some of t?eir
hol~ day me~tmgs ·at .seventh representatives and the adminproblems mvolvmg students are: rIgIdly adherIng to a prescnbed
penod and mght me~tmgs ~n istratioh and leaves us no will not be jeapordized by the course. that does not fit the individual student, pleasing a gre.,at
campus. These meetmgs WIll
d
. h' h t
h more recent fungi growth seep- number of different tastes and interests and a very important
. th
th groun on w IC
0 approac
I'ng across the banks of Bell·~r
..
. .
'. '
..
a It erna t e every. 0 er mon . th
W h
th t
'th
~ - factor keepmg the tUItIOn' as low a,s pOSSIble. Faculty dIfficultIes
The purpose of this move is to' em.
e ope
a WI
your mine Pond.
'. .
.
.
k f
"1' help we will reach a solution
Th
1 t d t
d' d f that anse are concerned wlth methods and matter taught, agam,
allow men who wor .a ter c ass
. 'f
11
e on y s ~ en s a VIse 0 the size of classes and faculty salaries
to attend the night meetings, satIs actory to a concerne~.
immediate cautiol'1ary measures
.'
'~'"
..
and students living too far off Gerald M. McCarthy: PreSIdent are the occupants of Campion
The above are just some of the main problems hindering the
campus to attend the day m~t- Jeffrey Hughes. ChaIrman.. 14H. Nobody. knows what's g~ academi~ community. In the next ASPECT, to be titled "Some
ings.
'"
Gri~vance "Committee .
ing' on in t h e r e . ' .
- Possible Solutions", we willi· look at some sugg-ested answers.
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Stresses Debates
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APPLICATIONS:·AVAILABLE FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES
The application period for
spring semester study programs
conducted at the universities of
Vienn"a and Freiburg by the Institute of European· Studies

opened officia'lly on Monday,
Oct. 8.
.
Each' program includes formal classes, lectures, senimars
and field-study in Europe, and

is, designed to fulfill usual
cOurse requirements· at its academic level.
' ...
The program at the University of Vienna will admit those

haskell
the Schaefer bear

.~
I

;

,

with sophomore or junior stanaing as of Feb. 2, 1963. It will
combine English-faught liberal
arts and general studies courses,
intensive German language instruction, regular university
courses taught in ·German for
those competent in that lan~uage, and supplementary lectures and seminars. Previous
knowledge of German is not
required.
The "Das Deutsche Semester"
program at Hie University of
Freiburg is intended only for
juniors. It will ~ress political
science, German ·language study,
German philosophy and literature, and Europeari history. All
classes will be taught in German.
Each program requires a Cplus college average. The Institute said admission will depend on the student's acade.mic achievement and the recommendations -of his d'ean and department chairman and of a
professor familiar with his recent college ·work.
The application period will
close n.ext December 10. Students will sail for Europe· from
New Y<Jrk February 2.

Brochure Available
A descriptive brochure on
the two programs is available
from the Institute of European
Studies, 35 E. Wacker Drive,
Chicago. The Institute, a nonprofit educational' institution,
also conducts full-year programs in Vienna and Freibtirg
and in Paris. There is no spring
program in Paris.
Officials said students will be
led by academic guides on fieldstudy trips in western Europe.
Students in 'the Vienna program
will visit England, France,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, .Austria, Germany, Italy
and .Spain, while those in the
Freiburg program will travel in
Germany, Switzerland arid Italy.
It was pointed out, however,
that the study trips are not
mere 'tours. They are strictly
subordinated to classwork and
are planned as integral parts of
the overall educational program.
.
The 'Institute said that more,
than 200 p-.S. colleges and universities· have accepted cr~dits
earned by their students· on
Institute programs.

.

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

REFL;ECTIONS
DespIte occasiop.al. reassuring sPeeches coming from Washillgton and clearly intended as soporifics, yoU: will find very few '
people in ,thiS. country who can say honestly that th,ey believe'
-we are doing as well as we should in our global confliet with
Communism. Everyone can see that there. is 'a problem, and
everyone seems to have his own theory of the reason for the
pI1oblem. Allow me to put forth one more theory, o'ne that finds
its source 'in a' type of Catholicism that is comirig to be called
absolutist and reactionary.

I

.

Before you can accept my theory, you must agree that the
Woest is involved in a real struggle with Communism. lFor some,
-this 1irst step' is a big hurdle.) This .struggle takes many forms:
diplomatic, mili~ry, etc. But no matter what its form, it is
real, and it is useless fo dism~s the Whole thing. by saying that
in a 'struggle such as the Cold War no one will ·win; this is
rank obscurantism, and far from engendering the .type of....coolheadedness its proponents claim is so necessary, it will promote
nothing mQre than a spirit of resignation, of passivity, 'of acceptance of defeat. The nature of the struggle, though it is never
simple, can be reduced to these terms: a clash between Christianity - or Judaeo-<Christianity - and atheism. The outcome will
have an effect on many millions of souls, on the freedom of these
millions to worship God openly and without fear. What conflict
could be more fundamental, and more demanding of a definite
outcome?
A corollary to the admittance of the fact of the struggle
and the necessity for the West to engage in it on the terms of
its commitment to Christianity is the negation of the possibIlity
of co-existence. Secretary~GeneralU Thant Of the United Nations
predicts that there will ultimately be a synthesis of the two
great powers, and that- they will co-exist peacefully as they
grow closer and' closer together, until they are one and. the same.
Pschologist Erich Fromm, in "May Man Prevail", says that Soviet
Russias is a conservative, managerial state, and that our dif)'erence
from them is so minute .as to be msignificant. These two men
are leaders of the modern political and intellectual world; yet
they speak- nonsense. Prolonged co-existence with Soviet Russia
is not only not disrable; it is not possible, unless we concede
defeat.
These preliminary considerations provide a basis for an
explanation of our failure to cope with Communism. We are
fighting it - when we do fight it - on the wrong terms, on
their terms. We engage in missile races, nuclear races, arms'
races of all descriptions, and worry about "gaps". This is necessary; but is' it enough? Is it even enough to boast of our lead
in consumer welfare, which is unquestionable, no matter how
vast the "missile gap" may sometimes seem? Why are we not
concerned with a "truth race"? We have it; they do not; we
have rev~aled, divine truth; they do not: Why has this not
become our battle-cry, why have we not vowed, with all the
determination we man muster, to carry the truth to the people
who ,d<Jn't have it, and to eradicate from the face of- the earth
the impediments to their gaining the truth?
0'
The answer is simple: We no longer believe in the truth.
Our basic assumptions are almost identical with those of our
enemy. Under such conditions, the will to win becomes meaningless. The Communist theory of materialism holds out the
promise of an eartJhly paradise; the modern liberalism of America
very seldom considers anything important that does not have
to do with the betterment of someone'g material welfare. For
all practical purposes; the underlying theme of CommuniSm and
that of secularist liberalism are one and the same: the only significclnt advance is the material advance. If the Pope can condemn Communism and even "moderate socailism~' because they
"l<JOk on the social order and human life as being bounded by
time (thus leadirig them) to take as their exclusive objective
man's' welfare on earth" (Mater·' et Magistra, #34), then surely
modern Wester.n society is to be condemned also.
This is the source of our ,paralysis. Our long term goal is
identical with that of our enemy: a material paradise on this
earth. This is surely a· predicament, to find yuorself engaged in
a life and death struggle for thelr'minds and souls of men, when
the ideas and id'eals you proposE¥ to use as weapons are essentially the same
those of your enemy. Why fight?

I
Next time you're out, enjoy
Schaefer. It's the one beer to have
when you're having more tha~ orie.
.;f.1.
~,,,

SCHAEFER BREWERIES, . . YORK AND ALBANY, N.Y., CLEVELAND, OHIO
>J~.
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In the last chapter these above Study
Graduates
Ave Maria, published by the
words 'are seen most cleady to
Holy Cross fathers, reported on
be equated to life in a statement Finds Reading Thin
the results of the poll this week
by the Assistant Commissioner:
as follows:
"The truth is, nobody· cares
Special to The New York Times
At the time they received the
about anything but his own
CHICAGO, Oct. 20 - Ave questionnaire, 32 per cent were
This novel is not a new one plot by weaving the events and troubles. Everybody's too busy Maria, a national Catholic week- not reading any book, 21 per
for the readers of Greene. It first characters into one another fighting his own little battle to ly, says that a survey of gradu- cent were reading a "Catholicappeared in )934 here and in renders the story suspenseful think of the next. man." 'The ates of one Catholic women's interest" book, and 47 per cent
England and then again in 1948
reader who has been following college and three Catholic uni- were reading a general-interest
in England, but it-has remained and allOws tbh~ theme to be pro- the' activity. and action of versities for men showed Catho- bOok.
the least read of Greene's works. gressively 0 served in the minds Greene's characters- throughout lic college graduates did little
Of a subsampling of· 600 reNow revised, it appears again in of each.
'the story would say this is so. "heavy" or "wide" reading.
sponses, 464 of the graduates
America.
Th h
.
. d' h Each one of them eventually
Most of what they read is were not members of any book
e t erne IS ,contame m t e reveals the struggle that his own contemporary, without.a' "plan- club despite the fact that these
. On the
the bofolk
a P- n
title .
and
II'"'e
requI'res' and the necessary
pears
to 'bsurface
e a suspense
u a
. centers upon a quota..
L'.
•
ned reading program," it said.
clubs accounted directly or in-d
engrossing story, which it is, tl~n from Ale.xander WIlham ~onelmess. that goes alo~~ WIth
The survey was conducted by directly for about 40 per cent
but it 'also contains a serious Kmglake, Enghsh traveler and It. The tIme of the wntmg. of Eugene P.· Willging, director of of the total volume of newthought, the key to which is in historian w~o wrote a popular the boo~ rna! ~ave somethmg libraries for Catholic University trade. book sales and influenced
Greene's title. The story is not account of hIS trayels ~o the ~ar t~ do WIth thIS Idea, f~r Gre~ne I ;orrf~A!!!!m~e!!!!r!!!!ic!!!!a!!!!.~~~~~~~~!!!!'~th!!!!e~b!!!!e!!!!s!!!!t!!!!-s!!!!e!!!!I!!!!le!!!!r~li!!!!S!!!!tS!!!!.!!!!!~~~~
only a series of events, but also East. The quotatIOn IS apphed hm~self w~s. at a very trymg II
the enactment of a metaphor as ,a metaphor to Greene's pre- penod of hIS own career. All
that is the theme.
sentation of life. "It's a battle- the chartcters of the story
The plot itself hinges upon fi~ld," he s~ys and the words of are co?nect~d t? James Drover
.and is developed from one event. Kmglake gIve the key to the and hIS actIOn m some way or
It is London in the early '30's, ~nderstandingof his meaning. ~mother, but despite this seemand a busdriver named James In -so far as the battlefield pre- mg umty they are alone. No .one
Drover kills a policeman whom s~nted itself ~o the bare. eye- of them looks beyond h~ms~lf,
he thinks is about to strike his SIght of men, It had no entIrety, but each seems extrordmanly
wife. The killing happens to be no l~ngth, no breadth, no depth, remote fro m imy common
at a Communist rally, for Drover no SIZe, no. shape, and was made ground ~hat may have been the
has leanings to the left. This one up of noth.mg except small num- one thmg that would have
event is like the stone dropped b~rless CIrclets comm~~surate brought them t?gether. ,
into a pool that sends ripples out WIth s,uch ~anges of VISIon as know o~ly. theIr own struggle
to touch upon whatever is in the the mIst mIght allow at each ~md are m Ignorance of the huway. The event touches upon spot ... In such .conditions, e~ch man con~ition about th~m. .
each of the main characters and separate gathermg of Enghsh
Greene s theme then IS of hfe
in their actions ~nd reactior:s we soldiery went on fighting its own as a battlefield on which each
witness the development of little bat.tle in happy and advan- ma~ .fights his own little battle
Greene's theme. So, there is plot tageous Ignoranc~ of the general O",?hVIOUS. of w~a~ goes on abolft
structure and there is activity state .of the actlon; nay, even hIm. ThIS obhvlon makes hIS
that makes for a good story; but very often in ignorance. of the str~ggle all the worse because
Stationery - Main Floor
the deeper interest of the reader fact that any great conflIct was he IS alone.
is focused upon the action - the raging."
.
D. STEELE AU.KANDT
o
mental conflict of the main
characters: -

Graham Green/s, Approach:
'Its A Battle Field
.

Our selection of

famous: make TYPEWRITERS.
is tops •.• Remember.,

.

you never pay a premIum.
for shopping at Read's

These main characters that
are. one by one brought into'
involvement with,James Drover
and his murder are: the Assistant Commissioner; Surrogate, an
intellectual and official of the
local Communist Party; Conrad
Drover, brother of James; Milly,
James' wife; Kay, her sister;
Jules, Kay's boyfriend. These
. people, as I said, a·re all united in
their involvement with Drover
and his killings; but they are one
also in development of the
theme. Their mental action reveals this to the. reader as he
weaves back and forth through
the overlapping happenings of
the plot. The development of the

Ifellowships

PROFESSOR BERT LEEFMANS

NEW CHAIRMAN of the Region II Selection Committee of
the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation is Dr.
Bert Mallet-Prevost Leefmans,
associate professor of French at
Columbia University.
Professor Leefmans, author of
scholarly reviews and of introductions to modern Freuch authors, has taught at Columbia
College since 1947. In World War
II. he was decorated with the
SUver Star and the Croix de
Guerre.
He is currently chairman of
one. of Columbia College's advanced humanities courses and
a member of the Committee on
Instruction. He also ·serves on
the editorial board of Romanic
Jteview.
.
Competition tor the 1,000
Woodrow_ Wilson Fellowships for
1963-64 is now under way.. Any
faculty member at' any college.
In Connecticut, Rhode Island and
In the Metropolitan New York
area, inclucUng Long Island and
Westchester County, may send
nominations to Professor Leef:mans between now and October 31.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
-SALUTE: LOU JENTZEN
Lou Jentzen (B.S.E.E., 1957) is responsible for a bank
of computers and the eight, people who program their
accounting runs. Lou is Business Systems Staff Supervisor for Southern New England Telephone Co. in
New Haven, Connecticut.
As Lou proved himself in assignments dealing with
transmission, inductive interference and computers, he

was promoted to Staff Assistant. And then came hi~
big step to the supervisory level. A talented engineer
Lou Jentzen!
Lou J entzen and other young engineers like hIm
in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country
help bring the finest communications service in the.
world to the homes and businesses of a growing America.

@
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Vulgar Virtue & Modern Man A::i:~':rdC:~e:~aj Courses Offered At Fairfield
Today, as in Socrate.s'. day, many men pay mere lip 'seFVice announced tentative plans of its
To acquaint the student of
to vIrtue, thereby practIcmg what'the master teacher labelled
t' T
f' t h ·
Fairfield with the variety of
"vulgar virtue" and chose to attack in his own area.
ac IVI Ies or
e commg year. courses offered at the UniverThere are numbers of virtuous vulgarians in modem society. The club is planning a date sity, we are initiating a series
He',',- I~lany charch-goers would occupy their pew each Sunday dance on the November 1 week- of -articles written by students
wer~ the act sodally insignificant? How many people could be end. The only thing which is in the various programs. The
induced to donate to charity or hire individuals of other races delaying this function is the first three' articles will be' on
~nd creeds if they could escape social embarrassment? Denuded, need of a hall for the dance. A.B. Greek, Math and pre-Med.
the attitude stands as such: There is no God; all men aren't
.
.
A.B. Greek
created equal; I wish I didn't have to toss away money to charity
The club IS also planmng a
By William Zavatsky
at all: but I must, for what will everyone think of me if I don't. dat~ dance for the Thanksgiving 'Translating Contra Translation
Like the crust of glaze over a rotten cake, "vulgar virtue" is vacation. This dance will be held
Not too long ago the or;Iy w~y
'spread over moral and spiritual indigence. Phoniness is a trade- in Hartford and further infor-I ?ne could read the ClaSSiC wn!_k 0 f our age. OuI' a d vert'lsemen t s encourage 1,
't our en ter- mation concerning
'
mar,
this will be' mgs
. of Greek and Roman antltainments scream it, and, the supreme tagedy, many of_our lives
. .
.
qUity was to translate those
now mirror it.
released wlthm a short time. I wo::ks oneself. The scholar, in
.
Th 1 b .
k'
I
trymg to persuade students to
We. can try to answer the questions ' "What causes
this
pseudo.e c u is rna mg ong, range.e
.
opt .lor courses trea.tIng
of the
.
moralIt~?" It ~ould seem tha't a perverted soc~al. cons.cien~e is plans for a Nev: Year s Eve Classics, stressed their importresI:onsible for, It. Rather th~n face oharacter b~Ildmg situatI~>ns, party to be held m Manchester ance and effect upOn civilization.
men are content to don theIr mask of anonymity and melt mto at the Village Lantern Barn.
Today's argument must seek a
the faceless crowd. They cringe from anything which demands
F
h S'
f '63 h 1 b different approach. With the
thought, which may discomfort them or rub their moral lethargy. OT t.e pnng 0 , , t : c u surge of the paper back .'industhe wrong way. Proper conduct in various situations is learnt IS planmng to sponso~ a FaIrfield try, not one, but numerous transonly for passing the Theology exam; ideas. and principles of University Glee Club concert to lations of ·the same Classical
virtue are something t,o be memorized in order to pass a test, be held in Hartford. This will works have come to fill our
then forgotten. They seem unrealistic, unattainable. Men are enable anyone from the Hartford book stores. Today's argument
afraid to ?e virt~ous, and it is this lack of mC?ral courage which are~ to attend the concert. This must be for tran.slating, rather
succeeds m leavmg them shapeless. By erectmg the false f r o n t .
than merely readuig of a transof "vulgar virtue,': actually a device of shame, they play the concert WIll be open to the gen- lation. In this brief space, I can
game of aren't-we-all-.gooa-and-proper.
eraJ. public .
not begin to 'define why the anMany centuries ergo Socrates cast his own principles of conMore information concerning cients should .be read. Volumes
duct, and, rather than grovel before the god of "vulgar virtue" these' and other activities will have been prmted,_ and shelves
swallowed a goblet' of deadly hemlock. Were that cup passed to be forthcoming following fur- stacked with defences far better
many modern men, would they drink it down, or, by _refusing ther club meet:ngs during the than I can hope. to construct
it, lay bare the grand bluff on which their lives are built?
I year.
here. My argument, then, to_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'-\
~
day's argument, is for a personal
contact with the ancient, though
by no means dead language,
itself.
.
A Faint Echo
Transl~~<!ns miss the rhythm

I

I

St. Ives- Guild
Outlines Agenda

of a piece, especially poetry's.
They usually can only get a
fa,int echo of a work's song. I
have not seen a single translation capture Vergil's rumbling,
grand organ music, nor Horace's
brisk, light tone. By its structure
our Language is blocked from recreating the sly Horatian wor-d
pictures, where the poet uses
his words not just as words, but
as pieces building an entire
scene.
Translations tend to whittle
down or obscure the true meaning of a word. Latin and Greek
word combinations have no real
one or two woxd equivalent in
English. The best that a translator can hope for is an approximation, of the concept conveyed
by the other language. Finally,
a translation cannot hope to
contain the rugged excitement
of a piece written' and placed '
before the reader in its actual
tongue.
One who' simply reads translations is like a fledgling farmer
who learns of so11s through a
company catalogue. Not 'until he
really rubs the dirt between his
hands, smells' its richness, and
marks its color will he know
what it's like. Translating lets
yo!! finger the soil of a civilization and get it under your nails.
There is an actual contact, a
"you-are-there" feeling, that a
translation la'cks. This contact
leads to the discovery of the
more precise meanings of words
- words which reflect the people wlio use them, give us an
insight into the values, customs,
creativity, intelligence, in short,
the mind of the writer and civilization he represents.

Robert Kolesnik, '6'3, president of the S't. Ives P.re-Legal SP
Guild, outlined at the GuHd's ' ANISH CLUB
first meeting, some ten1J!l.tive STRESSES ORAL
.
plans for the coming year, in.
,
cluding a few ideas which were WRffTEN ABILITY
discussed l'ast year.
,
.
There will be a 3-phase speakAnthony Car~6nell 65: Pre.sier program beginning with the dent .of the Fairfield Umversity
subject, "Admission - to Law Spamsh Club, recently announcSchool." In this phase, the Law ed the pur~ose and plans of the
School Admission Tests, and club for thIS year.
financial problems will be disHe exp~ess.ed the" purpose of
cussed. "Law School Itself" will the or~amzatlOn a~, the ~ncour
be the next subject of discus- agement of profiCiency m b?th
sion and will be explained by oral and wr~tten understand~ng
representatives of various prom- and expr,;ssion of th~ Spamsh
inent law schools. These repre- lanh~uaget'h' Tthhe cluhb dI~tentds to
sentatives will grant personal ac iev~ is r~)Ug
Ire~ c~n
interviews to. the student body. t~c~ with Spallilsh speakmg mThe third and final phase of the dividuals and through an effort
'1'
on the part of each member to
program WI 1 conSist of lectures .
h'
b'l't . S
. h
on "Opportunities in Law."
Improve is ~ 1 i Y m pan~s'
In addition to the lecture pro- at club meetmgs and Spamsh
g ram, t 'h e G Ul'ld's ac t'IVi't'ies WI'11 tables.
Th'IS year the c1u b h as severa1
also in 1 d
d'
.
cu. e a inner .meetmg, plans to promote and further
a field triP, and pOSSible col- th
f S
. h Se
1 d'
laboration among the pre-legal
e use 0
pams.
vera m'~-~t'
f 0'th'
I organILKO< ions 0
er co 11eges. ner
. '1dances between
t the
' club and
.
For the benefit ot the student SlI~I at groups a. vanous wombody the Guild maintain . th 1en s colle~es WIll .be held to
.
'
.s m e effect the mterchange of suggeslIbrary a law school section con- t'
d"
Th I' b '11
I taining catalogues from every ,IOns an opI-mons.
e c u Wi
la sch o l ' th
t
sponsor lectures, several by exwThe pOu In fe tChounprY'L
1 perts from the Spanish Embassy
rpose
0
e re- 1
ega
. W ash"ing t on, DC
m
'ld
.
t
th
1
. . an d th e
. Gu I
IS 0 serve
e pre- ega U 't d N '
Th
1
student to . ~
h'
f
t'
m e
atIons.
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Fr. McGrath Discllsses language
Those interested in Spanish
and culture, particuChild Mental Health
larly Spanish majors, are' encouraged to j9in and take part
r A lecture on "New Concepts in the club, according to Mr.
'in the Mental Health of Chil- Carbonell. He also states that
dren" was presented at Fairfield the club is a definite augment
University's Gonzaga auditor- to any S'panish course and gives
ium, Monday, October 22, at 8:30 the language a vivid vigorous
p.m.
application, even in an English
Sponsored by the Fairfield speakiing country.
University Psychology club, the ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;...;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
public lecture was delivered by
the Rev. Thomas A. McGrath,
S.J., chairman of the department
of psychological services. at the
University.
Robert D. Foy and Je,ffrey
Hughes, co-chairmen of the lecture arrangements, said the talk
was presented to familiarize the
public "with the scope of mental
disease and the increasing need
for therapy and understanding."
Father McGrath, a member of
the Kennedy Center staff, is
president of the Connecticut
Personnel and Guidance Association.
. I

I

I

I

I
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... for a life
of pride and
purpose
Among the young people being graduated from
college in these times, there are some who think
and feel-perhaps a little more deeply than the
others-about the wcirld we live in, the future
we face. They ask, "How can I make my career
really meaningful? More than just personally
rewarding?"
.
And many of today's most successful young
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these
questions as officers on the Aerospace Team ...
the Umted States Air Force. They can tell you
that no c,areer could better combine the opportunity for achievement-and the deep inner

satisfaction of knowing that they are helpingpreserve the very future of America.
How can you become an Air Force Officer?
If you are a college senior and not currently
enrolled in ROTC, Air Force Officer Training
School provides an opportunity to qualify for
a wide variety of career fields. The graduate of
this three-month course receives a commission
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Force
continues its technological advance, officers
with college training will move into positions
of increasing importance.

For full inforination-including the opportunity
to earn graduate degrees' at Air Force expense
-see the Air Force Selection Team when it
visits your college, visit your local Air Force
Recruiting Office, or write: Air Force Officer
Career Information, Dept. SC210, Box 805,
New York 1, New York.

'DR AMERICA'S FUTURE AND YDUR OWN••• JOIN THE AEROSPACE TEAM.
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Business Club
Announces Officers

Mr. John Schwab to Lecture
Moderators and elected officers For Business Research Bureau
were introduced to the members at the first 1962-1963 meetin'g of the Business Club of Fairfield University. They are as
follows:
-,
Stephen Varholy, '63, president.
Arthur Szepesi, '65, vicepresident.
Michael Fontanetta, '65, re~
cording secretary.
Alfred Roach, '65, correspondlng secretary,
Joseph Turecek, '&3, treasurer.
Vincent Iosso, '63, Finance
chairman.

JohnL. Schwab, president of
John L. Schwab Associates, consultants in ma~ent.engi~
neering,will open Fairfieid University's series of eight l~tures
on ,improving management techniques October 24 at 7:30 p.m.
in Xavier hall.
The series will be presented.
,by the Fairfield University Bureau o~, Busi~ess Research in c~opernbon WIth the Small BUSIness Aamini~tration, the Bridge-.
port Chamber of Commerce, the
Manufacturers Association of
Bridgeport, .and the Management Council of Southwestern
Mr, Thomas J, Fitzpatrick, Connecticut.
chairman of the Busipess DeOthers named as lecturers are
partment and Mr. Kenneth Elmer R Worthington, viceKunsch of the Business Depart- president of the Bank of Comment are faculty moderators.
merce, New' York, and Thomas
On October 18, Mr. Henry Higgins of the national office of
Stern, Sr" of Stern & Stern, the Small Business Administra,
Ph to b Pet Goss CPA's, addressed the club on tion, who wil speak October 31;
MEMBERS of the Junior Class Cabinet meet with°the¥offic:rs of "The .Pr~!ession of Public Ac- Theodore Steele, president of St:
the Class of '63. Left to right they are: Peter Garry, Louis countmg.·
Thomas Associates, Inc., manLa Vecchia, John Dalton, James Duquette, Bill Hoehler, John
On Tuesday, Oct?be~. 30,. Mr. agement consultants, November
Hennessy and Dennis Fitzgerald.
Joseph Connelly, DIstrIct DIre~- 14; L. T. White, management
.
tor of Internal Revenue, WIll consultant of Washington, D.C.,
.
speak to the club on the top'ic November 28; Attorney John S.
of federal taxation. The talk Dawson, special counsel for
,
_
will be held in X-212 at 3:00 Marsh, Day and Calhoun of
t D
b
5' W'l'
B n'dgepor,
p.m.
ecem er ;
1-

liam F. Connelly, professor of
Taxation Emeritus at NYU, December 12; and James L. Hayes,
Dean of the Graduate School of
Business Administration, Du-_
qU1!!sne University, and ,con-sultant with Dresser Industries.
The Bureau of Business Research which is directed by ,'[',
J. Fitzpatrick ,chairman of the
business department, was established to analyze and evaluate
problems of smaIl businessmen
and to aid in promoting 'new
management procedures.

Mendel Frosh Meet;
Club Outlines-Purpose
By RONNIE SCHLESINGER

The first meeting of the Mendel Club was held, exclusively for freshmen members as
an introduction to the work and
plans of the club. Mr. Thomas
Leonarg, President, explained
that the -purposes of the club
include: furthering of views and
growing closer to the Biology
department, providing' a unit for
the quest of science, and the
active participating of' a social
organization in _the scientific
light.
.

I

June.or .D.ay 0'raws' Near
P.·cn.·c PIann.ed
Dance ·And
/
--<~

F. V. ,Profefssor Participates
In Was'h:n'gton .SC: nn'ce"Panel

December eight, marks the
Certain basic, yet important,
date assigned for Junior Day.
facts also were stressed; first,
Leddihn
The Juniors and their aates wiH
the necessity of staying with
meet enmasse for a day' of recII
..
~
one's studies; and second, that
(Con'! from Page 1. CoL 1)
all science students' are already
and "relaxation!'.
cratic, or Whig party uprising, reation
D r. J 0 h n· A . B arone, P rof ess or standm'g und'ergraduates. Dr. scientists in a sense, and thereScpeduled for the afternoon's
against the Tories, the party of agenda is an indoor picnic dur- of Chemistry at Faii1ield Uni- Barone has directed a similar fore, owe a responsibility to the
the monarchy. Further,the help
't'
rt"
t' g .
quest of scientific knowledge.
that came to us from Europe ing which the couples will be ver~I y IS p.a ICIpa m dIn. a· program at Fairfield University Also, stress was put on the fact
provided
with
entertainment.
In
NatIon~l
SCIe:rce
Foun
abon
fo'r
.the
last
two
years.
'Recently,
that scientists can not be "'social
was from such liberal aristoorats
as Lafayette and Kosciusko, the evening, they will frolic to panel m WaShI~gtpn, D.C: The the third year of the program idiots."
of thIS. panel. IS to t F 'rfi ld
d dd'
while the common man had no the melod ies of a band. This purpose
a
a1 e
was grante a 1Dr. Ross, head of the Biology
'
.
the Department, emphasized that
evem'ng .d.ance l'S open to memo- eva. Iuat e, ,proposa 1s sub mi tte d b y t'IOna1 f und s t0 mcrease
interest in our feud.
th
11
f
d
t
ll
year~
whereas
the
univerSI
Ies
an
.co.
eges,
or.
.
e_
b
f
t
d
t
d
t
b'
.
of. a
... f
1
d
d
num er 0 s u en s an 0 rmg "Science is iI selfish mother, she
"The great misunderstanding," b~rs.
icmc IS exclUSIvely for the suppa,., 0 spec1a. un ergra u
d h
. t f
It
. ate SCIence education programs a secon c emiS ry acu ymem- keeps her children to herself."
stated Mr. Leddihn" "is Amer- PJ .o.~
.s.
. 1 d'
h
t' . ;"ti
ber, Rev. Robert E. Varnerin, He mentioned that altho.ugh
ica's belief that democratic gov- unl -chaI'rmen
Gary
Tl'tUS,
'64,
mc u. mg researc par ,l(:Ip~on S J '
h~
Co
den
t s t u d y f or ou ' .., mto t•.." program.
study is,the most important facernment has world-wide valid- 'd
R'
. B'
h' . '64 are and m d
epen
onme
Ianc 1,'
,
,.
Iil'View of the recent grant, tor in- a scientific goal, social
ity." 1t is ,a fact, he said, that an
Fairfield University will not contact is also a salient point to
democracy does not work in looking for Juniors who are
have any proposal pending at remember; m-an "is a social aniCatholic countries, like Spain willing to perform the tasks U..No's D.,.. Hamdani
and France. This is not, how- necessary for making the day Speaks Tonight at 8
this evaluation session and Dr. mal," and must therefore be able
Barone has been asked' to be to come into social contact once
ever, because of the widely-held a success. Also welcome a r e . . .
belief that Catholics love author- a'ny helpful ideas offered by the .Dr. Viqar l\hmed Hamdani, one of the advisors for the a person i~ out of school, as
itarianism, but on the contrary, student body. . .
MinistM", Deputy permanent re- Foundation on proposals from well as during his school career.
because there is such tremendpresentative .of the Pa,kistan other sehoQls,
Since many club members are
ous individualism among Cath-,
··
t 0 the U't
d N a t'IOns,
M ISSIon
me,
Dr. Barone has had a'variety' Pre-Medical, and .Pre-Dental,
Jubilarians
Renew
olics.
' ,
..
'
WI'11 b e the gues t . spea k er a t t
. e h
of experience
with government Dr. Ross mentioned the AiM.A.
Wedding VOJvs
"In order to have ,a successful
UN Dal Public Celebr,ation Wed- grants.-He has previously parti- and the A.D.A as instances
parliamentary system," proposed
nesday, October 24, -1962 at 8 cipated in a National Science where professional men come
Mr. Leddihn, "two things are
In anannivers,ary ceremony p.m. in the Burroughs Library Foundation panel to evaluate into social positions within. th.eir
necessary. The minor prereuisite tha~ took pl?-ce ?n September Auditorium. Special .guest will Summer Institute proposals, chosen fields of work.
is a two-party system; and, the 30 m the UmversI~y Gym, ?ver be Mayor Samuel Tedesco of serves as. the Director of an InDr. Ross also expressed the
major is that the' two parties' 100 Golden and Silver Jubilar- Bridgeport. Admission is .free.
Service Institute for Secondary fact that the Biology Departmust be based on the same ians renewed their wedding
h
b een rna d e School school teachers of Science ment is at all' times willing to
Arrangement save
j
ideological denominator." This vows before the Blessed Sacra- for this celebration by Mrs..Johnand
Mathematics at Fairfield help any student in his study of
second point, according to the ment.
A.. Barone, Pres,id:nt of -the and is the principal investigato; science, and that the club would
,speaker, could never be found
The ceremony was presided Bndgeport ASSOCIation for the on a National Cancer Institute be a good vehicle to bfing staff
and students cl~er.
in 'a Catholic country. The only over by His Excellency, Walter UN. Mrs. Barone is the wife of grant.
The NUCLEUS was named as
,stable - democracies in Europe W. Curtis, S.T.D:, Bishop of Dr. Barone of the Chemistry
,He has just been notified that the club's science magazine
are found among the northern Bridgeport. The Rev. Raymond Department.
hIS latest research paper entitled where students are urged- to
Protestant nations, where there H. Guidpne, Diocesan Director
"Trifluoromethy.l Compounds contribute articles' of biological
is conformity and national dis- of the Family Ljie Bureau welFalhers' Weekend
. Related to Nucleic Acid Bases" interest.
cipline.
corned the Jubilarians, addresshas been accepted by the
(Coni.
from
Pagel.
Col.
5)
Mr. Leddihn traced these atti- ing his warm thanks to the
JOURNAL OF MEDICINAL
tudes back to the Protestant Jesuit fathers of Fairfield for Mass the fathers ,and sons pro- CHEMISTRY which is publish-'
Reformation, affirming that Mar- the use of the gym, and to the ceeded to the back gym for the ed by the American Chemical
tin Luther's break-away from many organizations that had Communion Breakfast.
Society. The Fairfield University
the Church was not the crown- made the ceremony possible.
Fr. James Coughlin, Dean of ProfessOr is presently Chairman
ing act of liberalizatiQn brought
Following Fr: Guidone's ad- the University" performed the of the Education Committee of
on by the Hennaissa~ce, but on dress, Bishop Curtis expressed duties 'of toastmaster. In his the Western Connecticut Section
the contrary, a Medlevlal reac- his congratulations and praise brief address' Fr. Co'ughlin stat- pf the Amerioan Chemical Sotion to the Church's efforts to to the Jubilarians citing them ed "We hope that yo~ have en- ciety and is treasurer-elect of
"bapti~e" pagan antiquity. Since as an example to the wed-to-be joyed this weekend half as much the Section. He recently attendtha~ time segments ?f Protest- young members of the assem- as we did in having you all here. ed a meeting of the· American
ant~sm have been dlssove~ by bly. Addressing the Golden The traditions of the University Chemical Society to take part
e?light~ent, so that ~n ~ntithe- Jubilarians in particular, Bishop, wiil not be formed by the build- in the preparation of a national
tical. VIew of Cathohcs IS he~d Curtis urged not to feel dis- ings or the faculiy but by your examination in organic chemisby ~lfferent segments-of Pr9te~t- couraged if "their years" made sons."
try spon~ored by: the Society.
a~tism.. ~he
fundam~ntahst them "more dependent upon
Fr. Coughlin then introduced
vlewpom~
IS t~at l~atho~~IS :~e others" because their' prayer the main speaker, Fr. Thomas
ag8;ns w 0 ~nJ~y 1 e: w .1 e e was "as effective' as 50 years McGrarth, 8.J. The topic of Fr.
enhg~tened vlewpomt IS that ago" and that their work could McGrath's talk was "Theology in
Cathohcs. are a, schackled people. b'e d'rrec t e d t owar
' d
.
the Jesuit University"
s " pray'ing
"
. '(We have
. In closmg hIS speech ~. Le~- hard and conlinuously for the the right relation on the human
dlhn declared th~t Amenca will salvation of. souls."
, level because we have the pernot always rem~m a democracy,
After Bishop Curtis' address, fect ~,an, Jesus' Christ as 00/
and that
should
re- th e G 0 ld en an
- d S'l
rt'rfi model
stated Fr. McGrath . ,He
1 ver ce 1 "
' AmerlOans
'
.
d
memb er that to Impose emoc-· t
f 50
d 25 '
f
spoke on the proper relahon
racy does not necessarily bestow c~ es ?
an
years? mar- between man and God and emII'berty. 'The form of government, Jned
hfe wereTh'
pr,e.sented .to
; d th e nee d 0 f a11 t 0 :'-"k
b'l'
t t'the .p h' as.ze
,eM e
that' he 'prefers is a mixed ,one, 1lJ 1 anans. , IS pres:n ~ 10~ time out to know and realize
with ,a hereditary monarch train- was followed by. t~e JubIlan~ms God.
.
,
edfor his task of ruling from. pledge to Chnstian.marr~age The final speaker at the break-I
birth._ "Remember," he said, and a re~ewal of theIr marrIage fast was Fr. Mahan who thanked
"that Socrates was murdered by vows.
. . '
all present for making the ,weekthe -first democracy, atId,.., that
Sole!lln BenedIction, celebrat: end "such a success" and excountry is a monarch today.'"
ed, 9Y Bishop Curtis, formally pressed the desire' that the
Mter his lecture Mr. Leddihn ended the ceremony
"Father-Soil Weekend become
answered questions from the
an annual tradttion at Fairfield
Sourh"'·rl Con"...,i,u'-5 ·L~rE t
audience.
semester, 'and Dr. Norman of University."
A Leon Archambault was Fairfield University's history deWith the end of the Commun-.
chairI~an ,of the lecture,. one- i,n I.p~rtment intr·odliced Mr.· -Led-I ion !3reakf~st,.the weekend was
a senes of three offered thIS dIhn.
officIa~ly termrnated,
__________
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Sullivans Lead Loop
In 'Junior' League
The freshman, - sophomore intramural football started October 8. These. are the results of
the first two weeks:

.-I

By JEFF· CAMPBELL
By JEFF CAMPBELL
In the long and colorful history of the New York Yankee
baseball team, "they have always
had one"player who stQod out on
a team of normally outstanding
ballplayers. They have always
had a superstar.
In 1he Twenties, tt was the
incomparable Babe Ruth. The
Thirties saw Lou Gehrig, the
"Iron Horse," take over the
Yankee standard. Joe DiMaggio
in the 1940's and Mickey Mantle
in the Fifties were also authentic
superstars.
Now, in the early Sixties,
Mal1ltle is still the "big" Yankee;
but in the wings, waiting to take
over when the "Switcher" decides to favor American League
pitchers by retiring, is Tom
Tresh.·
For thos€ .who followed the
r' Yankees this year, the truth of
the previous statement is already evident. When Tom was
needed to replac€ Tony'Kubek
at shortstop, he did the job admirably. When Tony came back
from the service, Tom went to
leftfield, ·a \relatively new posi-

tion for him; and lie did even
better. No longer is leftfield' a
problem positio~ for the Yankees as it has been ,in the past.
Tom's season batting average
was·a solid .289; and he also hit
twenty home runs, both figures
eclipsing Mantle's rookie year
marks.
But what is more important
than his aver.age is his ability to
hit in the clutch, when the chips
are down and all eyes focus
upon him.. More important than
the homers is his ability to hit
when he has two strikes on
him, at the time when most hitters are on- the defensive.
Tom's blazing speed enables
him to leg out infield hits .and
bunts and be a threat on the
basepaths. His fielding finesse in
th€. outfield is a sight to behold.
More important than his speed
and his finesse, more important
than anything mentioned so far,
is his unyielding will to win and
his overall class as a ballplayer.
Class and guts; put them together and you have a superstar,
the epitome of the Yankee type.
Tom Tresh has them both.

Al Sullivan beat John Ploehn's
team 12-0; AI's team also beat
Bob Beauregard 13-12, Sully
and' Paul Morrio scoring for
the winners. Bill Hegarty scored the only touchdown as his
team edged Bill Schuck's 7-0;
Hegarty tied Bob Batch's team
0-0. Then Batch defeated Dave
Wright's team 13-7. Thumm
scored on a run and Batch
threw a pass to Casey for the
other score. Rich Delio's team
defeated B,eauregard 6-0; the
score came on a blocked pass.
Delio's team then lost to Gerry
Wolf. Cambell's team lost to
John Sullivan 2-0 on a safety.
Then Jeff· Cambell's tea m
fought to a 6-6 tie with Gerry
Wolf Bill Schuck's team tied
Dave Wright's team 0-0. Ken
.
Photo by Larry Marnet
Waters was tilmmed by John
FROSH PETER STEWART carries the pigskin in a recent intraSullivan 12-0.
mural game.

SUPPORT

Cu~tin,

Hintelmann Head
Senior-J llnior'Intramurals

YOUR
INTRA.lt'1URALS

By PAT HURLEY

Rain delayed the planned
start of the Intramural football
- - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - 1 progr·am, but when the games
finally got started last week the
eagerness of the participants was
readily evident. The games were
characterized by crisp blocking,
pinpoint passing, and the usual
arguments with the referees.
Coached by Father James
Senior Bob Hintelmann's squad
Ring, S.J., Fairfield's Gerry
looks lik€ the team to beat. A
Magner and Walt DonneUy parforward wall bolstered by Joe
'ticipated on the weekend of Oct.
Biega, Bill Sanders, and Captain
6 in the first annual E.C.A.C.
Hintelmaim
provides
ample
~ T€nnis Tournament. The tournathrowing time for quarterback
ment w'as divided into four reJim Radigan to connect with
gional sections. Fairfield went
either Rich Greene, J€ff Hughes,
to the Regional held at West
or Dan Eberhard. So far they
Point. At the MiHtary Academy,
have .registered victories over
approximately 15 schools wer€
Cavanaugh and Hurley. Junior
repr€sented in the singles and
Jim Curtin looks like a strong
doubles play, including Princecontend€r. He has a fast team
~n, Army" Columbia, Rutgers,
- led by juniors Don Pijar and
Rider, F·airleigh-Dickinson, lana,
Jack Casper. Captain Curtin's
Fordham.
excellent passing and playmakIn the first round of the
ing ·abilities h<;ive thus far prosingles; '6'4" Gerry Magner deduced
victories over Poole and
feated lana's number ori'e man,
Cavanaugh. Senior SaccomanDeSimone, 'in a twelve game set
no's team eked out a 6-0 victory
12-4. Magner was defeated in
over Cavanaugh. Senior Wayne
the second round by Da'n Coyle
Baldino's team took advantage
of Rider a seeded player. Noel
of ·a break early in their game
Corpuel, Adeplhi's second man,
defeated Walt Donnelly 12-9 in
another first round singles
Photo by ·Larry Marnet
match. Corpuel l~st in the next P~TE STE~AR~ lunges to make tackle as ball car~ier Wisnewski
round to the reglOnals number trIes to aVlnd hIS hands. Tony Alfano and K. Reilly watch the
one- seed, Herb Fitzgibbon of action.
Princeton. Fitzgibbon is a na.
.
tionally ranked player from
STANDINGS
Garden City,' N.Y., -and the
eventual singles Winner.
-().
Al . Sullivan
2
In the doubles play Magner
John
Sullivan
.....
2
o
and Donnelly drew a first
Batch
.
1
round bye, and in the next
1
round they deinolished Marx
.... 1
Delio
o
and Lee and Pace College, 6-0,
Hegarty
1
1
6-0. Then in the semi-final round
Fairfield ·came up against West
Beauregard
o
o
Point's Qehrelin brothers, Walo
,Wright
1
ter and Ernie. Playing well, the
Waters
Fairfield duo gained a 5-3 lead
in the first set before losing, 9-7,
Plohen
6-2, to the seeded cadets, both
1
1
Schuck
o
of whom reached the semi-finals
1
1
o
Wolf
of the singles. Rain caused the I
delay of the doubles finals until - - - - - - - ' - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the week of the 21st.
All finalists became eligIble
for the Eastern Tourney to be
held at Princeton, which will
On Wednesday, October 3, Club to order at Gonzaga Audi. bring together the finalists from
Army, Navy, M.LT., and R.P.L, Charles Galardi, '65, called the torium. Twenty-four students
who were the other host teams. fir,st meeting of the Sailing showed an interest in founding
the Club.

Donnelly, Mgnr.
In Tournament

II

.

against Duplessie and held on
for a 14-0 victory. In the tightest
game of the season thus far
Baldino and Poole duel€d it out
to a 6-6 tie. The going was tough
as junior Pat Hurley's team succumbed to the strong Hintelmann troupe by a 12-0 margin.
However, a win over Duplessie
served' to even it off at .500.
Senior Jim Poole's squad lost to
a spirited Curtin team by a 13-7
score, and grounded out a tie
with Baldino.
Junior Jim Duplessie has lost
2 games without a win, but is
definitely not out of the race.
Junior Pete Cavanaugh, champion of the freshman-sophomore
division last year ,will have a
long uphill climb if he intends
to cop the Senior Loop crown
this year.
.
Standings as of October 18
W
L
T
'0
Curtin
2
0
Q.
2
0
Hintelmann
Saccomaimo
1
0
o
Baldino .
1
0
1
Hurley
1
1
o
Poole.
1
........ 0
1
.Duplessie
o 2 o
Cav.anaugh.
o 3 o

.

Galardi Forming Sailing Club

_

BRIDGEPORT

MOTOR INN

GREEN COMET..
DINER

Kings HighwayRt. lA

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.
ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471

Take Conn.
Exits 23

Th~uway
o~

24

FO 7-4404

A Convenient
-Stop For Your
. Friends and Relatives
Just 5. minutes from campUlS

Recommended .by AAA
___________________________...:1

Photo by Pete GolIs

Many of those present at the SMILING TERRY LARKIN moves to nail' an unsuspecting soph
meeting have sailing experience, in a recent 'rag tag' game.
~
and since Fairfield U niversity is r-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::;;:;
near Long Island Sound, they
Fairfield Laundromat
want to continue to sail during
the Fall and Spring of the school
CLOTms
year.
WASHED - DRIED
Mr. Galardi said, "We hope
AND FOLDED
to bring Intercollegiate racing
to Fairfield." In the next few
HAIRCUTS
REASONABLE RATES
weeks the memebrs will be orEVERY
WEDNESDAY
ganizing· the club, planning the
ALL
DAY
Fairfield
club's finances, investigating the 1227 Post Road
GONZAGA
. LOYOLA
details dealing with obtaining
- Opp. Post Office
2nd FLOOR
.
amembers
sailboat, and
and support.
looking for more
8 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.

I
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SPORTS SLANTS
Itl' JOHN SCOTT

When George Bisacca was nam~d athletic director,
the rector ,reportedly told a Ioc'al newspaJper: "It will
enable us to organize om athletic ipolii'cy more fully than
in the past." EIsewhere he stated: "We would like to
have other sports, suoh as soccer." (Where have I heard
tbat before?)
Another Jesuit with wham I tarlk-ed sarid rin so many
words that he did not belrieve soccer was for AmeI'liean
boys. The number of men required for a soccer team as
well as the type of 'game that soccer lis, is not suited
to our system. One item wdrth noting was the 1Jarct th'at
he was all for a golf team.
110 have these or other sports, it once a,gain hoils
down to - Do the students 'Want them? More impoI'ltant, thow many rare wililing to partioi'Partea-ctively?
Basketball Tickets
.
Recently someone approa-ched me on the poS'sibiJity
of h'av:inga 'season ticket for basketball ,games~ First of
aH; there ra-re, rseve~arl possi~ilrities here. There are 13, MEMBERS OF-THE X-COUNTRY 'rEAM, 1. to r. D. Norton, Frosh F. Fil::~~SJ,LG:rlw~~~~~di,
horne games mdudllng PI'iovldenrce, Be, Seton Hall and I and J. Milton and Peter Garry; front row R. Anastasia, Mickey Kinney, and Larry Longua.·
C¥1]sius.. Many ,games such as these were SRO last
yeaJr, 'and these 'WIirll probably he the sametthis searson. Harriers- Drop Two
What can be done? I oanonly sug.gest, not decide or Be/ore Beating Hunter
dictate.
sports personality, Richard J,

SPORTS PERSONALITY

So far in the Cross Country
Kinney.
season, the performance of the
. Mickey is one of the most' reStag harriers has been below
spected and well liked Seniors
par. In its first two meets the
in the class. He hails from Bay
contingent' was edged by the
Head, New Jersey ,and graduUniversity of Hartford 25-30 and
ated from Seton Hall Prep.
then shut out by Boston College
The B.S. Sociology major has
15-48.
made excellent contributions
In the first meet which was
not 'only in the field of sports
held on the state highway adjabut ,also in his other numerous
cent to the Hartford campus, unactivities,
.
familiarity with the course and
After having been a veteran
the absence of sophomore Rich
of two full years of cross counAnastasia contributed to Fairtry
and track, Mick was honored
field's'
close
defeat.
R.
Hannelius
All of these suggestlirans 'a're -open to argument'; they
this 'fall by being elected capand P. Bjarkman led th~ home
have their good and bad points. One thing is sure, this squad across the line and these
tain of the Stag harriers. One
is the year to have sometJhing suoh as this.
of his major achievements in
runners were followed by Fairfield's Mickey Kinney and Peter
track is that he was a member
Names and Notes
'
Garry. The other scorers for the
of the mile relay which estabTwo weeks ago,. severa'! ,of the rp1"e-season ibasket- losers included Larry Longua,
lished the school record last
year.
baH magazines ,appeared on ,the newsstands. . In one 6th, Jimmy Daly, 7th, and Jerry
Norton, 10th.
, In other areas, this J erseyit.e..
publica-tion, besides pictures of Hutter and Weismirller,
On Columbus Day the team
is the Secretary of the Cardinal .
it stated in so many 'Words that Thrirfield should win the traveled t{) Frankl~n Park in
Key Society. He is also the
Boston, Mass. and took on their
president of the Spiked Shoe
Trri-State a-gaJin.
fellow Jesuit foe. The Eagles
Club, and finally Mickey is once
According to a Providence newspaer, Kovalski c~n have their best team in many
again the Publicity Chairman
years and the Stags faced this ~
of
the Winter CarnivaL
be numbered among ,the returnees at PC.
I:'hoto by Larry Marnet
with only five, men. Boston ColUpon graduation, this stalwart
C R 0 S S COUNTRY CAPTAIN
lege
placed
their
first
nine
men
I ran into a former FU baUplraryer, Vinny Alvino,
senior aspires to attend graduahead of Peter Garry and he Mickey Kinney is this Week's ate school, but his particular
who said that ',a friend .of his, J er,ry Bower, 'isn't plarying was followed by the rest of the Sports Personality.
field of concentration is still a
'baH at BC this ,season. Good news for the Stags!
visitors including Kiqney, Lonquestion mark.
Dedication
to
a
cause
and
ungua, Norton and Fay.
George Bisacoa is 'Workiing with the froslh -basket- The, Frosh in their first meet told optimism are but /two of When questioned about his
feelings on the schooll~ Mickey
baH team while Lou Saocone is coca1bing his Notre with the Eagle yearlings showed the fine qualities of this week's indicated that h~ is very happy
great
promise
for
the
future
Dame, BI1idgeport, footba-lrl squad. He will ,prdba'bly be
that he 'attended this univerwhen they placed Jim Milton
sity. Considering all the conon the scene at FU soon.
and Gene Mangiardi one, two Alumni Host Rector;
tributions this young man' has
and had the meet, had not Tim Progress Report Cited
The 'freshm'an team has a manager.
made to this college, all should
Farlow who was ,third collapsed
Fairfield University's Alumni be proud of this fellow student.
shortly before the finish. His
Board
of Directors was host to
finish
would
have,
clinched
the
Ex Fairfield Hoops-"er victory for the visitors although the'Very
Rev. James E. FitzCoast Guard Coach the last, two Fairfield men finish- Gerald, S.J., University presied in ninth and tenth position. dent, at a dinner meeting on'
After two years as an assist- But due to the lack of the fifth Oct. 2 at the Hitching Post resant coach at the Coast Guard man, the Stags had to forfeit taurant.
By M. P. SIENKO
Academy, Harold A. Marmion the meet.
Father FitzGerald presented a
Again this year the Westport assumes the helm as vmrsity
'.Dhe Fairfield University Cross report on the progress of FairLanes extended an invitation to ooach this season. Mr. Marmion Country team registered its first
field University and plans for
the students of Fairfield to 01'- is an alumnus of Fairfield Uni- triumph of the year as they
its $10 million devel'Opment.
ganize a bowling loop. On Oc- versi,ty from which he was edged Hunter College 28-29,
program.
tober 8th, with Bob Kopta and graduated in 195,3.
while losing to Queens College,
Leonard S. Paoletta, newlyJack Maney at the helm, about. To the Academy he brings 19-39 in a triangular meet held
elected president of the Alumni,
fifty promising keglers invaded experience both as a player and here on Saturday, Oct. 20.
the alleys.
a coach.. Prior 'to his acceptance
Lou Schiano of Queens paced association, presided at the
Although the competition did there, he coached Gonzaga High the 20 man field through the meeting which also marked the
not start until the following School in Washington for three hills and all throughout the formal. installation pf officer,s
week (bowlers rolled for handi-' seasons.
course and registered a com- for the 1962-63 year.
An Alumni report-was sub'caps the first week), many fine,
Besides coaching, he is a mendable 22:47 time. Jaime
games were turned in. V. Cos- lawyer, an assistant professor,of Ortiz of Hunter placed second, mitted by the Rev. George S.
tello with a 195 avg.,' A. White eoonomics and heads the Mid- and Peter Garry of Fairfield was Mahan, S.J., executive assistant
with a 185 avg., and M. Sienko Eastern Scouting bureau which the first home finisher: The to the University .president and
with a 17'5 avg... were the three scouts teams from Maine to placers for the Stag included coordinator of Alumni assodiatop performers.
- Flor~da.
Miekey Kinney~ Jimmy Daly, tion activities.
The loop will operate with Ed-If and when we ~cri.p~mage Larry Longua, and Rich Ana- -;;~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;:~~~~~;;;~;;;;:;~~~~~
Coast Guard thIS' season It Will be stasia.
f'
twe1ve (12) t eams, The t eam interesting to watch the two lawyercaptains are as follows: R. coaches direct their squads.
In the freshman meet, the FU
Greene, D. Speno, J. Maney, M.
forces also split, winning and
, S~n~o, L. O)Neil, R. Mansini, lanes the student bowlers have losing to the same opponents.
COIN' OPERATED
R. Kopta, P. Toorr,~, W. Cul- reduced rates - 35 cents per Jim Milton of Fairfield led the
len, M. ,Quinlan, S. Raye and game and' 15 cents for shoes. harriers and turned in a 13:26
Open_ 24 Brs. ~ 7 Days a Week
P. Reiss.
.
Also each bowler has .been time for the 2% mile course.
A .player's handicap is deter-' assesseg 2 doUars for the sea-' p;;.~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;ji
20c Wash'- tOe Dry
mined as follows: 70% of 'a 200 son. This will assure the league TAP ROOM RESTAURANT
scratch score minus his' aver- winners trophies.
located direclly' behind A&P liquor store on
age, I.e., 'a man with a 150 aver'Dhe league will run for the
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN. '
age will have a handicap of 35 entire school' year, ,p.nyone inCL~arwaler- 9-9082
pins (70% of 200-150 or 70% terested in bowling as a substiof 50).
tute contact' Bob Kopta in 1418 POST RD. FAIRIELD
With the' cooperation of, the Campion 227.

!) Student rates were 75 cents with an ID,rlrast year.
A season ti'cket could be- sold for the reduced rate of $8.
To offset a loss, the tpI'lice for BIG games c~uld be set
a-t $1.
2) Tickets 'could be S10ld orne or two weeks in adva-nce with the UniverSJity students having priority.
3) For 'arwary games, UB 'iinmediate'ly 'comes 'to
mind,it would be ideal to have more t~ckets sold !in
. advance..

Twelve Teams
Start Bowling

I

fresh taste!

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT

CENTER

THE

First Meeting Today'
For Aquinas Academy
The Aquinas Acad.emy of
. Fairfield University will hold
its first meeting of the year
this afternoon in. the Campion
Hall Conference Hall.
The meeting,- under the direction of Dr. Joseph Grassi of
the Philosophy Department is
open to the entire student body.
A~ Dr. Grassi said, the club is
opened to "anyone who IS jnterested in ideas."
The purpose 6f the club is to
- foster the development
of
philosophical ideas among the
student body. This will· be accomplished' by bringing to the
campus philosophers from other
universities. The hope of the

club is to expand the philosophical outlook oJ:l the campus.
This year, for the first time,
the club will be opened to the
entire' four 'Years of Fairfield.
Formerl¥, the Club was opened
only to seniors.
The first meeting will plan
activities for the rest of the year.
At this meeting Dr. Grassi will
explain in fuller detail the purposes and ideas for the year.

Liberal Arts
Emphasized
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STAG

Ah Sihal Sh~rpens Oratory;
Welcomes Campus Reactions
The Student Press Association,

S.P.A. Plans
3 Phase Program

which was organized last spring,
will begin its first full year- of
publicising Fairfield University.
According to Ken Keane, president of the Association for the
1962-63 year, there are many
proj.ects which the group hopes
to accomplish.
These projects include: (1) releasing stories to the hometown
papers of any student who has
had an honor bestowed upon
him; (2) sending the results of
any inter-scholastic sports events
to newspapers and also to radio
and television shows in hopes
that they will be published or
announced; (3) also they will
publicize the guest appearances
that any member of the faculty
may make.
In performing this work Hie
Association hopes to further
establish the name of Fairfield
University.

Congressman Abner Sibal,
U.S. :I?epresentative of Connecticut': Fourth District - aU of
Fairfi'=ld County made an
appearance at the Un-iversityon
Thursday, October 11, under the
sponsorship of the Republican
Culb.
Congressman Sibal arrived at
the University at 12:00 noon, accompanied by a troupe of coworkers and fellow campaigners, including State Representatives Mel Fennell and Irwin
Cole, and Judge of Probate
Julius Smith. The group ate
lunch in Loyola cafeteria, and
iJ;Ilmediately afterwards went
upstairs to Loyola ,Lounge. Mr.
Sibal spent the following hour
conversing with students and
answering their questions. He
said that he .enjoyed talking to
college ~tudents, "because they
ask intelligent questions and
expect intelligent answers,not
the usual campaign' oratory.
They are a welcome and stimulating relief from the routine of
campaigning."

issues in this year's congressional elections. He said that he
was the first in Congress to propose repeal of the 10% federal
transportation passenger tax on
the New Haven Railroad, a
measure that was first defeated·
when Connecticut's four Democratic congressmen voted against
it, and later passed when the
Administrqfion
reversed
its
stand on the issue. When questioned about the Communist
build"up in Cutta, Mr. Sibal
said that he favors a much firm"
er stand than is presently being
followed, but does not call for
an immediate invasion of the
island.

This fall's freshman class at
MacMurray College; Jacksonville, Ill., will be offered a
st'ream-lined curricultlm thai has
f~er choices but guarantees a
solid, liberal arts education. To
The Western Massachusetts
sharpen the focus on the liberArea Club has announced plans
al arts, the faculty has dropped
to hold its second annual Wes·
The K;nights 'of Columbus soine 200 courses (40 per cent of
~
tern .Massachusetts Day on· Dec.
office, . Room 108 in Camp'ion total offerings). Lopped off' are
1. This will provide an opporHall, will be open hom the all courses considered too spe,;
tunity for high school Juniors'
hours "of io a.m. to 2 p.m. during IciaI:ized, including journalism,
The Fairfield University PsyDuring the course of his an- and· seniors and their families'
the next few weeks for the shol'thand and typing, and radio chology Club, founded two
to come, and tour the campus
purpose of answering any ques- and television production.
years ago and presently head swers to the many questions put
Besides
dropp-ing
courses,
'
'
- to him, Mr. Sibal stated many and have an interview with
hons or distributing any infor- MacMurray also has dropped ed by Jeffrey HU"'hes'
'63 , has
Father Henry Murphy, S.J.,
b
,
mation pertaining to the KofC.'
for its purpose 'supplying its of his stands on the prominent Dean of Admissions.
All students possessing any degrees ~ and majors. Starting members with information in
An intercollegiate Thanksinterest in the KofC are urged w ith theffclass o~ ,66, the only the fields. of psychology.
giving dance has also been
to make use of' t'hl·S opportunl'ty d1egreefAt
0 ered Th
WIll Bbe ha 1Bach-f ".' 0 n,O· c.
t 16, Dr. K enyon
" spo kl.to:
planned between Fairfield, Bos~
to .find out more. about the e ~r 0
r s.
e
ac ~ or 0 on financial -aid,' domestic and
Knights of Columbus on th-is SCI~nce, Bachelor of. MUSIC Edu- foreign, given to psychology stuThe first meeting of the Edu- ton College, Saint Anselms, and
cal)}pus and as a national Cath- cahon and a graduate d~gree dents. Last Monday Fr. McGrath cation Club was held on Thurs- Providence College to be held
olic, FTaternal organization.
program are bemg dlscontmued 'presented a lecture' in Gonzaga day, October 4, in Cimisius Hall. on Nov. 23 at the Wycoff CounIgnation . Counci'! #4203 of as soon as those. enr?lled i? Auditorium. During the year,
The function of the Club is try Club in Holyoke, Mass.
the Knights of Columbus pub- them graduate. ~aJors m. men's there will be talks on industrial, to give those interested in the
lished the first issue of the phY~lCal educatIOn and m ~ec-I social, and' educational psy- teaching 'profession the opporIgfiatian Bulletin during the :~atlOn have also been abollsh- chology" in additie)ll to two tunity to observe and to par.
field trips.
ticipate in activities which will
past week. The Bulletin is the
Council newspaper and in it
The club is open to any mem- directly influence the career of
can be found articles both "in- Cathor M
.
A·' ber of the Qniversity interested a future teacher.•
formative and thought-provok_
Ie
agazlne _ irS in psychology. Members may Mr. Louis Totte,' '63, presiing.",
College .Students' Views write papers and have them dent of the Education Club, said
* * *
read before the club, as Robert that the pr-ogram this year will
Catering to the ~eed of, 'a new Foy, the club vI'c'e presl'dent I'S mclude
.
lectures from members
Among th'e Co unCI'1' s upcoming activities are the Degrees kind of young Catholic Ameri- expected to do. Mr. Foy spent of the teaching profession, field
'which will take place on Nov. can is New Generation. a maga- the summer doing physiology trips to various educational in12, 15, and 18. IntervI'ews for zine for Catholic college stu- work in Washington, D.C.
..
shtubons;.
debates among club
the candl'dates WI'11" be held on dents. Editor Charles Crofton of
The club.. with Dr. Murphy as mem b ers, and other incidental
Nov. 8 and 9. Definl'te no'tl'ce's Holy Cross College believes that a moderator, meets in Canisius an d'pro fit a bl e ac t'IVI't'les per-tam.
of time and D_lac'e w· 1"11 be post- to d ay's college students, were 205. Meeting announcements'mg t 0 te
h fi eld of te'aching. The
b orn during history's bloodiest
ed at a later date'.
' will be _Dosted on the bulletin program is terminated with an
* * *
war an d do.not know what it is boards.
3 HOUR DRY ClEANIN(;
like to live in a world without
end-of-the-year banquet..
Fr. Scully has been appointed a nuclear b o m b . '
Information concerning fur6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
\ssistant Chaplain of the Coun~
This student needs an inde- Re/ugee Clothing Drive ther meetings will be pos,ted on
cil to aid, FT. McPeake in the pendent outlet to express his Sponsor.ed By B.4K
all . bulletin boards. Memberadded activities which -the Kofe views. New Generation is that
1225 Post Road
ship can be attained in the Club
is planning this year.
outlet.
At its October 18 meeting the by attending anyone of the
(Opp. Post Office)
* * *
It is a national, independent, Bridgeport Area' Club announced meetings and signing up at that
The date for the second sestudent-controlled jour- the initiation of a clothing drive ,t~~im~e~.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;~~;;;~~;;;~~;;;~~;;;~
mester retreat is now in the entirely
na1. Editor CrOfton hopes it for the Cuban refugees. The club I'
pIanning stages. When definite will become the' frank, clear will accep~ items starting Monword is received fDorp. the re- voice of many young Catholics. day, October 22, at the Xavier
treat' house, this information New Generafion invites the Hall book store. The drive will
will immediately be forwarded students of Fairfield University run through November 22.
to those concerned.
.to contribute articles on any
'Dhe club also made known the
* * *
subject to "his new magazine.
plans for a Stag Night to' beheld
The next general· m~eting
From Silver Horn the night of October 31.
will be held on Nov.'). Since ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
this wil'l be the last meeting
before the interviews and degrees, all are urged to attend.

KofCOpens
.Oflice"Publishes
I gnation .Bulletin

Psychology Club,
IIears Dr. Kenvon

Western Mass.
Plans College Da:r

Education Club

TOWNE
CLEANERS

DWORKEN'S CLEANERS

OLO SOLDIERS NEVER DIE!

\

Although one famous General sai"d it.
we .know another who will prove it!
He,s Peter Sellers as the old General
who is very much alive in' the "WALTZ
OF' TI1E TOREADORS," now on view at
the C9unty Cinema., This -rolli"cking
comedy co-stars Margaret Leighton and
the charming French star Dany Robin.
Also on the 'program. is the powerful
screen adaptation of A~hur Miller's play,
"A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE,"
See them both at the--

CLearwater. 9-4977
FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER

_1 HOUR SEUVICE
NO -ADDITIONAL CHARGE

, IN THE COLLEGE.

BRAND, ROUND ~ UP
PlIZE

COUNTYCINE-MA,
120 Kinl's Hipway
.

Fairfieltl

WHO WINS:

ED;,OII 4·1411

lUllS:

The
Blu~-Bird

-Shop

G~eeting Cards
. Social Stationery.
Crane's
and other 6ne- papers
Engraving - Printing
Wedding Invitations
Announcements
Visiting Cards
Attractive and
Distinctive Gifts
Gift Wrappings and Service

BEAUTIFUL 19 INCH
MOTOROLA TELEVISION
CONSOLE

'Prize will be awarded to any Individual' who has the
highest number of points.
. .Set disltlayed at Xavier Bookstore.'
1. Contest open to all students.
2. Each empty package submitted. on Marlboro, Parliament or Alpine will have a value of 5 points. Each
empty- pack-age submitted on Philip Morris' Regular or
Commander will have. a value of 10 points.
3. No entries' will be accepted after closing time.
Empty packages, ,must be submitted in bundles of
100 packs separating 5 and 10 point packages.
4. Packs collected at Loyola Cafeteria Monday, Nov. 12th,
noon to 2:30 p.m. .
'
0

,Get on the BRAt4DW~GON ••• it's lots of funl

